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POWERED BY

THE TECHNICAL SYMPOSIUM at Solar Power International (SPI) and Energy Storage International (ESI) offers 
professionals from the academic, R&D, technical, and scientific disciplines in photovoltaics, energy storage, and ‘smart’ 
energy the opportunity to submit abstracts for peer review, presentation and discussion, and publication at the largest 
gathering of the solar community in North America. As solar, storage, and smart energy continue to mature, it is important to 
continue to bring together the knowledge, experience, and expertise of the best and brightest minds advancing the industry. 

ABOUT SOLAR POWER INTERNATIONAL 

Solar Power International (SPI) generates success for energy professionals and the global solar industry. SPI sets the 
standard for solar events as the fastest growing and largest solar show in North America as recognized by Trade Show 
Executive and Trade Show News Network. SPI has also been among the Gold 100 for eight years running and named this 
year’s “Best Use of Technology” and the 2016 “Stickiest Show Floor” by Trade Show Executive for the innovative ways in 
which attendees stay engaged.

ENERGY STORAGE INTERNATIONAL

Energy Storage International, co-located with Solar Power International, paves the way for greater integration between the 
energy storage and solar markets. As the largest energy storage event in North America, ESI features over 165 exhibitors 
and 7,000 attendees interested in energy storage technology, and three full days of education investigating policy advances, 
market forecasts, new technology and applications as well as additional relevant, timely industry-developed content 
designed to grow the storage market.
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SMART ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES: ORAL PRESENTATIONS

ES1. ENHANCE SYSTEM RELIABILITY 
WITH THE USE OF SENSORS, PREDICTIVE 
ANALYTICS AND CLOUD GATE IIOT

Presenter: Bhanu Srilla, MS, CESCP, PMP, Director of 
Product Marketing, Grace Engineered Products, Inc
Co-Author: Andy Zimmerman, PhD, Chief Technology 
Officer, Engineering, Grace Engineered Products, Inc

Energy and utility infrastructures around the globe are making a 
major generational shift on how they operate and maintain their 
equipment. Increased productivity pressures and high uptime 
demands of equipment combined with shortage of qualified 
maintenance personnel are driving facilities to rely more than 
ever on predictive maintenance tools (PdM). 

As we continue to see the increased use of PdM tools such as 
sensors, analytics and cloud gate dashboards, we hear these 
two buzz words IIoT aka Industrial Internet of Things and Big 
Data more often today. This session will explore the basics of 
IIoT in industrial and critical infrastructure environments and their 
context with application scenarios. The topic will highlight the 
importance of predictive maintenance (PdM) tools over preventive 
maintenance methods and discuss the best practices to integrate 
sensors, communications, and analytics to present most useful 
and meaningful data that helps users in making day-to-day 
business decisions. Additional topics of discussion will include 
implementation challenges involved with IIoT, reliability centered 
maintenance programs in electric motors, pumps, generators, 
transformers, switchgears, bus ducts and their interpretation 
with NFPA 70B standards with focus on maintenance needs of 
electrical & mechanical equipment in various industrial verticals.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 
»  Understand IIoT and Big data in industrial and critical  
 infrastructure facilities 
»  Importance of predictive maintenance tools (PdM) over  
 preventive maintenance methods 
»  The purpose of various types of sensors,    
 communications and analytics in maintenance needs 
»  Application scenarios and challenges involved in   
 implementing IIoT in various electrical and mechanical  
 equipment 
»  Reliability centered maintenance programs and their   
 interpretation with NFPA 70B standards

ES2. SMART CONTROL INTERCONNECTION 
SOLUTIONS FOR C&I CUSTOMERS

Presenter: Lucie Dupas, Director of Engineering, EnterSolar
Co-Authors: Jerry D’Arco, Senior Project Engineer – BS in 
Physics, Engineering, EnterSolar
Chris Ryan, Senior Project Engineer, MS in Electrical 
Engineering, Engineering, EnterSolar

OBJECTIVE: 
Despite the democratization of solar, several states with no net 
metering policy still remain. In other cases, the grid is constrained 
and cannot take anymore export to avoid grid stability issues, or 
the costs to allow export would be too high. As a result, there are a 
number of instances, for financial or policy reasons, that a typical 
net metered system would not work. EnterSolar, in a number 
of projects over the last 18 months, developed mechanisms to 
employ smart control solutions which satisfy policy, utility and 
fiscal requirements. 

METHODS: 
Our engineering team has developed and installed several solar 
PV installations in specific situations where a typical net metered 
systems with an “uncontrolled” output would not have satisfied the 
utility interconnection requirements. This presentation will highlight 
three projects that took advantage of smart control solutions to 
be able to maximize the size of the PV system, while maintaining 
a financially beneficial solution. 

In this presentation, we will explain three specific cases where 
software was used to solve a technical challenge that in turn 
made the projects pencil out financially: 
»  2.5MW-DC ground mounted installation on a landfill at  
 an industrial site, behind a dedicated substation. A fiber  
 network with real-time curtailment software was used  
 in addition to protective relays to ensure the system   
 is always following the load on site while never   
 backfeeding into the site’s dedicated substation, to avoid  
 potential upgrades to allow backfeed, 
»  1MW-DC roof mounted installation on a distribution   
 center where the state policy does not allow net   
 metering or export onto the grid. The real time   
 curtailment software optimizes production to never   
 export to the grid while providing the highest possible  
 savings to the client, 
»  two community solar installations totaling 1.1MW-DC  
 over two neighboring buildings. Dynamic volt var control  
 was implemented to ensure the grid voltage would stay  
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SMART ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES: ORAL PRESENTATIONS

 within IEEE limits. Without this smart control the system  
 size would have had to be reduced by 70%. 

RESULTS: 
In all three cases, we will present the problem and the method 
employed to solve it. We will present a simplified controls diagram 
and will share actual production data from each installation. 

CONCLUSION: 
While storage solutions can make sense in certain markets, they 
are not always cost effective and sometimes a PV System with 
a slightly lower annual specific production than typical can still 
pencil out, depending on market conditions. There are viable 
alternatives for developers and engineers looking for solutions 
to deploy more DG in areas of the grid where system output is 
constrained, either for technical or policy reasons. These low-cost 
solutions are typically deployed using smart inverter functions or 
dynamic control software.

ES3. OPTIMAL FUTURE SUB-TRANSMISSION 
VOLT-VAR PLANNING TOOL TO ENABLE 
HIGH DISTRIBUTED PV PENETRATION 

Presenter: Nader Samaan, Sr. Power Systems Research 
Engineer, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
Co-Authors: Md Jan E Alam, PhD, Sr. Engineer, PNNL, 
Marcelo Elizondo, PhD, Sr. Engineer, PNNL

Coordinating reactive power (VAR) control between 
sub-transmission and distribution level of power grids may help 
reducing the amount of investment on additional VAR resources to 
enable high penetration of solar PV resources. To achieve potential 
reduction in the investment on VAR equipment by leveraging 
the available resources at different voltage levels through 
proper coordination, a tool with capabilities to model integrated 
sub-transmission and distribution systems to incorporate network 
constraints and VAR resource characteristics and to determine 
the minimum cost investment plan using these inputs, would be 
very useful. In this task, prototype of such a VAR planning tool is 
developed. It essentially deploys optimal power flow technique 
that solves network equations with an objective to minimize the 
investment on VAR equipment. This tool will aid power system 
planners to add reactive power resources, particularly when 
just coordinated operation of existing assets is not sufficient to 
increase PV penetration. 

Based on a comprehensive review of existing VAR planning 
approaches and understanding of practical system requirements 

through engagement with utility personnel, an optimal power flow 
model was developed. In addition to the cost of VAR equipment, the 
tool can consider other relevant elements in the objective functions 
depending on the planning goal, such as penalties for voltage 
violation, system losses. While the current prototype considered 
only sub-transmission level VAR equipment as candidates for 
new VAR equipment, ground work was performed to incorporate 
distribution level assets (e.g., smart inverters) in the next stage of 
development. For each year within the planning horizon, the tool 
solves optimization model to find the minimum investment VAR 
equipment locations and sizes for extreme scenarios of load and 
PV deployment creating voltage limit violations. Then, analysis 
is performed using year-long data to examine if the determined 
VAR plan mitigated all potential violations year-round. If not, then 
the planning optimization process is repeated till the voltage 
management performance is acceptable. Once this criterion is 
met, the VAR equipment investment plan is finalized through 
required economic evaluations. 
Model of a real-world sub-transmission system was used to test 
the developed prototype. Analyzing hourly voltage profiles at 44 
and 100 kV buses of utility over an entire year, buses that would 
need VAR compensation were identified. Using traditional QV 
analysis approach, a base case VAR investment scenario was 
established. In comparison, the developed VAR planning tool 
generated an lower cost investment plan that maintains voltage 
within 0.5% of the target. With further refinement, the tool would 
be able to provide more optimum investment options with better 
voltage management performance.

ES4. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF 
SMART ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 
FOR RESIDENTIAL STORAGE HYBRID 
INVERTERS 

Presenter: Md Tanvir Arafat Khan, Research and Product 
Development Engineer, Tabuchi Electric Company of 
America Limited
Co-Author: Ruben Dagstanyan, Executive Vice President/
CTO, Engineering, Tabuchi Electric Company of America 
Limited

OBJECTIVES: 
Integrated energy storage along with renewable power sources 
provide critical support to legacy grid systems, in addition to 
benefitting the end user. Energy storage coupled with smart 
energy management algorithms enable PV power to be utilized 
for time of use, demand management, self-consumption, home 
backup, and stand-alone operation based on customer and utility 
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requirements. This abstract discusses the developed operation 
modes of the DC-coupled Eco Intelligent Battery System (EIBS) 
with fully autonomous software control, monitoring, and a cloud 
interface for efficient utilization of residential PV systems.

METHODS: 
EIBS has three strings of PV input to generate 5.5 kW AC output. 
Multi-string technology maximizes PV generation on complex 
roof structures and enables interconnection of different panels 
on individual strings without impacting system performance. 
EIBS, as a smart energy management device, can be operated 
in four different modes: Economy (ECO), Max Power Export 
(MPE), Peak Cut (PC), and Home Backup (HB). ECO mode 
offsets grid-purchased electricity throughout the day and charges 
the battery only when there is surplus generation. The battery 
discharges to mitigate load spikes to reduce demand charges 
in ECO mode. MPE mode prioritizes maximum PV export to the 
grid for Net Energy Metering (NEM) with a user defined battery 
charge/discharge window. PC mode supports non-exporting 
PV systems to reduce purchase from the grid, allowing for two 
discharge windows and one charge window daily. HB supports 
consumers in areas with unstable grid service. The battery remains 
fully charged to secure a power source for critical loads during 
a power outage. 

RESULTS: 
EIBS systems are in operation throughout different regions in the 
United States to maximize customer benefits using smart energy 
functionalities based on individual utility requirements and tariffs. 
Customer site data can be monitored remotely through a web 
portal allowing for data analysis for future product development. 
Detailed results will be provided in the final submission for 
all four operation modes. Data from the installed EIBS show 
significant savings through the use of 100% renewable energy 
via the combination of PV power, thermal and electrical storage, 
changes in daily consumption patterns, and optimized smart 
energy management. 

CONCLUSION: 
EIBS supports the ongoing transformation of the power grid 
network with intelligent energy management control for the end 
user. In the future, the system will be able to communicate with 
the utility or the aggregators to provide grid support directly by 
changing the operation modes of household inverters. Data 
analysis results from customer sites guarantee the successful 
implementation of such integrated systems, which can be helpful 
in the development of integrated commercial energy storage 
products for direct grid support and management. 

ES5. SUNDIAL: ENABLING HIGH 
PENETRATION SOLAR THROUGH 
INTEGRATED ENERGY STORAGE AND 
DEMAND MANAGEMENT

Presenter: Matthew A. Kromer, Director, Grid Integration, 
Fraunhofer CSE
Co-Author: Kurt Roth, PhD, Director of Building 
Technologies, Fraunhofer Center for Sustainable Energy, MIT

OBJECTIVE: 
We will present results from a pilot demonstration of the SunDial 
System, a framework for optimally controlling the net system power 
flows to and from a distribution feeder by integrating the control 
of PV, energy storage, and aggregated facility load management, 
regardless of whether these individual components are distributed 
at different locations or owned and operated by different entities. 
This work aims to reduce friction and risk associated with deploying 
solar in high penetration environments by: (1) developing a 
methodology to use demand-side management to provide 
multi-hour “load shaping” services that reduce the need for 
traditional energy storage in high solar penetration environments; 
(2) developing an open-source optimal dispatch software platform 
that can be readily adapted to optimize control of DERs in a variety 
of environments; and (3) deploying these technologies on a live 
distribution feeder to gain real-world experience on the potential 
for (and limits of) integrated storage + demand-side management. 

METHODS: 
The SunDial System aggregates control of a portfolio of 
Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) using an optimal power 
dispatch platform called the Global Scheduler (GS). Based on 
user-configured policy objectives and data about current and 
future system state, the GS uses a simulating annealing approach 
to determine the dispatch strategy that minimizes global cost for 
its DER portfolio. These operational profiles are communicated 
to end-point devices using a new set of data models to facilitate 
integration between PV plant developers and load aggregators 
across a range of use cases and business models. The Global 
Scheduler is implemented as an application layer on VOLTTRON, 
an open-source platform to facilitate control of DERs. Load 
aggregation services are provided to the GS by a cloud-based 
application that models day-ahead load forecasts and load-shift 
flexibility, negotiates with the GS to determine optimal load-shaping 
strategy, and communicates with end-user facilities to execute 
this strategy. 
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SMART ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES: ORAL PRESENTATIONS

RESULTS: 
The Sundial System is currently being deployed on a feeder in 
Shirley, MA to manage net loads from a portfolio of DERs that 
includes 1.5MW of PV, a 0.5MW/1.0MWh ESS, and 3.5 MW of 
customer load, 10-20% of which is flexible. Analytical results 
vindicate that the integration of forecasting and day-ahead load 
shaping of customer demand can supplement the effective storage 
capacity of the integrated system by 10-20%, while reducing the 
system levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) by approximately 
10%. Over the next 18 months, we will be piloting this system to 
test system operation across a range of real-world use-cases. 

CONCLUSION: 
By enabling an integrated portfolio of DERs to act as dispatchable 
resource on the distribution system, the Sundial system 
demonstrates a cost-effective and scalable method to enable 
widespread deployment of PV while minimizing the need for 
energy storage.

ES6. FIELD PERFORMANCE OF OPTIMALLY 
CONTROLLED BEHIND-THE-METER SOLAR 
+ STORAGE SYSTEMS

Presenter: Mike Fife, Lead, Data Science and Controls, 
EnerNOC, An Enel Group Company

OBJECTIVE 
In this report, we will present a strategy for optimal control of an 
energy storage system that can perform this function and show its 
performance for a complex site in New York City -  a microgrid with 
two other generation resources in addition to energy storage. At 
this site, economic value streams include monthly demand, energy 
arbitrage, and demand response, and backup power readiness. 
An optimal controller can take into consideration all of these value 
streams when deciding what operating plan will minimize total cost 
for the building owner including the cost of operating the battery.  
In addition, the site is constrained by zero net export (i.e., no 
electricity can be exported to the grid). We will present how the 
optimal controller has performed in this complex application and 
also discuss the successes and shortcomings of the approach. 

METHOD 
The electrical system at a 625-unit apartment complex in Brooklyn, 
New York was re-developed in 2017 to include a 400kW solar 
photovoltaic system, a 400 kW fuel cell, and a 1.6 MWh battery 
system. The objective of the system was to provide load relief for 
ConEd by reducing building demand during key hours of the day, 
reduce energy and demand charge costs, and provide backup 

power for critical loads. This site was used to thoroughly test the 
field deployment of an optimal controller that managed all of the 
aforementioned value streams, minimized battery degradation 
cost, and avoided net export. 

RESULTS 
Results showed successful operation and achievement of system 
goals. However, many unexpected challenges surfaced during 
the initial months of operation of the site. For example, positive 
net building consumption became difficult to maintain due to 
the system sizing and due to fact that the fuel cell could not 
easily be curtailed, and because solar curtailment initially only 
partially available. Furthermore, on days where net export was 
a challenge, a very accurate prediction of solar generation and 
building load became very important, necessitating improvements 
and tuning of the prediction algorithms used at the site. Despite 
these challenges, after 9 months of operation, these issues were 
solved and the system began to perform well in a completely 
autonomous mode. 

CONCLUSIONS 
A considerable challenge for PV + ESS integrators is how to 
build a control system that can realize gains from multiple value 
streams simultaneously in real time while maintaining other 
constraints such as zero net export. This paper presented results 
from a deployment of an economically optimal controller such 
a complex site in New York. Results showed that the expected 
economic gains were achieved but significant challenges had to 
be overcome during the first 9 months of operation.

ES7. OVERCOMING POLICY BARRIERS 
FOR ROOFTOP SOLAR-PV IN HAWAII: 
NO EXPORT ISLANDED NANO-GRID 
W-LIFESTYLE BEHAVIORAL CHANGES

Presenter: John O. Borland, President, J.O.B. 
Technologies
Co-Authors: Takahiro Tanaka, B.S., Application Engineer, 
Tabuchi America, Corpuz Poncho, BA, President, Ponchos Solar

OBJECTIVE:
Residential rooftop solar-PV market on Oahu has dropped by 84% 
since peaking in 2013 with 14K installs because the new policies 
and programs have created economic barriers to sustain growth and 
continued deployment. This trend can be reversed with significant 
economic saving through no export islanded nano-grid operation 
and everyday lifestyle behavioral changes, achieving and sustaining 
100% renewable energy for maximum economic savings. 
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METHODS: 
Properly optimized hardware and control system equipment for 
solar energy generation with multiple renewable energy storage 
and home renewable energy management system and individual 
learning to be renewable energy conservation minded for the 
required everyday lifestyle behavioral changes. 

RESULTS: 
Since April 2017 we have achieved islanded nano-grid mode 
operation with no export using grid-connection as back-up to 
charge the multi-storage batteries on rainy/cloudy days. After 
identifying the top 7 energy demand household appliances, 
lifestyle behavioral changes was required to reduce grid-buy 
from 48kWh/day to 0.3kWh/day resulting in a yearly electricity 
cost savings of $4,184/year and renewable energy system pay 
back of 3.2 years. Today the new policies/programs for residential 
rooftop solar on Oahu has reduced export credit rate to $0.10/kWh 
hindering deployment and growth. Therefore we will present our 
learning over the past 20 months with ideas for new policies to 
reverse both the utility Duck Curve and the install decline in order 
to sustain continued deployment of residential rooftop solar-PV 
and achieve 100% residential renewable energy today by first 
achieving Islanded Nano-grids (individual dwellings/structures) 
then Micro-grids (communities) followed by Milli-grids (town/city) 
and finally Macro-grids (county). 

CONCLUSION: 
We achieved islanded nano-grid operation for residential Hawaii 
using grid-connection for back-up to charge the multi-storage 
batteries on rainy/cloudy days. Besides the proper renewable 
energy equipment each person must learn to be renewable energy 
conservation minded for everyday lifestyle behavioral changes to 
sustain 100% renewable energy. New policies and programs are 
also needed to reverse the decline in rooftop solar-PV deployment 
and eliminate the utility Duck Curve. 

ES8. SCALING DER MANAGEMENT: CA 
INTEROPERABILITY CERTIFICATIONS

Presenter: James Mater, GM, Smart Grid, QualityLogic, Inc

OBJECTIVE: 
Educate attendees on the complex set of test and certification 
requirements defined by the CA PUC aimed at scaling DER 
management in the state. CA has defined technical requirements 
in order to create an interoperable eco-system of DER resources, 
DER aggregators, DER Energy Management Systems and Utilities 
all in communications with each other at reasonable costs. 

METHODS: 
Slide presentation to review the relationships and requirements 
of UL 1741SA, IEEE 1547-2018, IEEE 2030.5-2018 and the 
SunSpec IEEE 2030.5 Test and Certification Program. 

RESULTS: 
Industry test and certification programs enable a more efficient 
implementation of DER management systems that interoperate 
with a minimum of integration effort. Given the variety of interests 
and opinions about what testing and certification advance the 
efficiency and interoperability of deploying DER communications 
infrastructure, the landscape of standards and certification can 
be confusing. This presentation identifies the current, future, 
required and optional certification relevant to implementing CA 
Rule 21 for Smart Inverter communications. 
The key communications certifications are: 
UL 1741SA Certification, mandated in Rule 21 as of September 
2017, to be supplanted by IEEE 1547-2018 Functional Certification 
when certification is available. 
IEEE 1547-2003, effective since 2003 and updated in 2014. 
Mandated by CA IOUs (in Rule 21). 
SunSpec IEEE 2030.5 DER Certification, mandated in Rule 21, 9 
months after publication of the Test Specification for the Program. 
Publication is expected in Q1 2018. 
IEEE1547-2018 Interoperability Certification, effective once IEEE 
1547.1 is completed and published, estimated 2019. Expected 
to be mandated by CA IOUs. The result of this presentation will 
be a clearer understanding of the multiple programs aimed at 
standardization and interoperability of the CA DER infrastructure. 

CONCLUSION: 
The reason CA Rule 21 is standardizing the inverter communications 
is to gain the benets of deployment speed, lower costs and a 
larger vendor community that come with standardization. The 
alternative is either being locked into a vendors proprietary solution 
or spending signicant resources and time to integrate different 
vendors products. 

CA Rule 21 and IEEE 1547-2018 interoperability requirements 
creates a unique opportunity and set of regulatory (grid code) 
drivers that will benefit those purchasing and using smart 
inverter communications infrastructures and those vendors that 
aggressively adopt the emerging standards for communications. 
This is a model that can well inform the rest of the US and World. 
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ES9. CHEAP, FIRM PV WITHOUT 
CONVENTIONAL BACKUP: SUPPLY 
SHAPING THROUGH CURTAILMENT

Presenter: Morgan Putnam, Director of Business 
Development, Clean Power Research
Co-Authors: Marc Perez, Ph.D., Sr. Consultant, Clean 
Power Research, Stacy Miller, M.S., Solar Policy Specialist, 
MN Department of Commerce

OBJECTIVE: 
To determine the optimal mix of solar, wind, storage, load shifting, 
and curtailment when trying to achieve a 100% renewable future. 

METHODS: 
A techno-economic analysis that examines how key technologies 
and management approaches (demand side management, 
energy storage, geographic dispersion, synergy with wind and 
smart curtailment) can overcome grid integration challenges 
encountered with increasing solar penetration. The goal of 
the analysis is to determine the portfolio of technologies and 
management strategies that achieves the lowest levelized cost 
of electricity (LCOE) for specific production profiles at increasing 
levels of solar penetration. 

RESULTS: 
We will present the optimized solar, wind, and storage capacities for 
a 100% renewables future, as well as the LCOE of the aggregate 
system. We will further present cost-tradeoffs between storage and 
PV curtailment and between storage and load-shifting. Attendees 
will gain insight into the operational characteristics of each of 
these technologies/management approaches (e.g., required 
cycling of storage assets and discharge rates, % of curtailment, 
availability of load-shifting). 
Notably, we demonstrate that a 100% renewable future is 
economically and under best-case technology development 
is cost-competitive with current generation costs. Additionally, 
we demonstrate that over-building solar and wind capacity and 
curtailing excess generation is significantly cheaper than building 
enough storage to ensure that no solar or wind generation is 
curtailed. 

CONCLUSION: 
The time to plan for a 100% renewable future is now. Importantly, 
planning will require developing new methods to compensate 
solar and wind assets in a future where significant amounts of 
curtailment (up to 50%) are required to cost-effectively achieve 
a 100% renewable future.

ES10. ASSESSING EFFICIENCY OF 
INVERTERS AND DISTRIBUTED 
GENERATION SYSTEM COMPONENTS

Presenter: Scott Picco Business Development Manager, 
UL LLC

The purpose of this presentation will be to provide an overview 
of the new UL standard for a formal evaluation procedure used 
for the measurement of power conversion efficiency and power 
delivery of inverters, converters, and related distributed generation 
system components used in grid-connected photovoltaic systems. 
The creation of this document was written to support and expand 
upon previous evaluation methods for power conversion efficiency 
utilized by the California Energy Commission (CEC) and original 
developed and further refined by Sandia National Laboratories. 

The new UL standard employs methods designed for modern 
PV system behaviors building upon the 2004 test methods from 
existing CEC test validation document. The scope of the standard 
includes inverter, PV optimizers, DC/DC converters, and combiner 
boxes. This includes but is not limited to: higher ambient operating 
conditions, weighting factors aligned for different geographical 
regions, operating regions for efficiency measurements refined for 
modern lab equipment and tested equipment’s control system’s 
capabilities, and additional data points providing a clear picture 
of how tested equipment operates across the normal operating 
windows indicative of modern PV systems.

ES11. MAKING SOLAR+STORAGE 
INVESTMENT DECISIONS FOR INDUSTRIAL 
CUSTOMERS

Presenter: Peter Lilienthal, Ph.D., Management Science 
and Engineering, CEO, HOMER Energy, Stanford University

When evaluating options for customer-sited and distributed 
technologies, there are a significant number of options that 
can be considered. From stand-alone investments in solar PV, 
to systems that deploy solar+storage together, to systems that 
must pair with other alternative options such as combined-heat-
and-power (CHP), cogeneration, or even wind, the number of 
options to be considered can limit decision makers ability to 
sort through and prioritize investments. The problem is further 
increased when you recognize that each of these options may 
be deployed together, and their integration can either strengthen 
or weaken the overall investment potential. There are no publicly 
available tools that can consider stacked value streams including 
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peak shaving, arbitrage, grid back-up, renewable integration, 
CHP, and investment incentives. The tool developed under this 
work addresses this gap in the tools available for planning and 
investment. 

To address this problem, and building upon research presented 
last year at SPI2017 (Economic Analysis and Design Optimization 
for Peak Shaving Applications), our team has expanded the design 
optimization tool to include customers that use combined heat 
and power. The tool provides an industry standard platform for 
designing a reliable and low-cost customer-sited power system. 
This enables users to optimize among a combination of distributed 
solar, battery, generators, and turbines, combined-heat-and-
power systems, as well as virtually any storage technology. The 
tool enables designers, equipment suppliers, investors, and 
other interested parties to identify the least cost combination 
of distributed solar, storage, combined heat and power, and 
back-up generation. 
We found that the tool is capable of optimally sizing solar and 
storage to reduce costs, both for customers with and without CHP 
for onsite thermal needs. The tool can evaluate the options for 
customers for hundreds of utility tariffs, and for different customer 
types (residential, commercial, and industrial). It can also capture 
the diverse range of incentives that are can vary between markets, 
and perform sensitivity analysis to reduce uncertainty and risk of 
investment decisions. In this presentation, we will describe the 
various value streams, as well as the interaction of these systems, 
for a typical large industrial customer in California. 

As solar and batteries continue to gain traction in the marketplace 
through falling prices and improving performance, there is a need 
to consider new markets for installing these systems. The ability 
to quickly and easily understand their investment potential for 
customers with specialized energy needs will enable solar+storage 
systems to expand their footprint in the marketplace. This tool 
is capable of significantly reducing initial investment design cost 
by quickly determining optimal design options for a wide variety 
of commercial and industrial customers.
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T01. LOAD ISOLATION & FLEXIBLE 
PV-POWERED WATER HEATER 
CONTROLLER ACHIEVES UP TO 96% PEAK 
EFFICIENCY

Presenter: Danny Cox, CEO, Lahale Solutions

In the process of developing an affordable, reliable 12kw off-grid 
inverter, the consistent imbalance of energy draw from the water 
heater inspired a light-bulb moment for the technical team behind 
the new PV-powered hot water heater controller from Pacific Energy 
Alternatives. 

Rather than adjusting the inverter to handle the imbalanced load, 
this controller takes a novel approach to heating water every day 
off the grid. With four, dedicated PV panels, the device creates load 
isolation to apply DC power directly to the standard thermostat and 
heating element of most standard electric water heaters to create 
hot water, entirely from solar energy. 
The unique modified DC method has proven to be more reliable and 
more efficient than most other methods of heating water in play today. 
By storing the energy from the PV panels as heat in the water tank, 
the controller is able to achieve efficiency of up to 96%, reducing 
water heating electricity costs in some cases by 100%. In an actual 
test case in a home in Australia, the water heating costs on average 
over a 12-month period has dropped by 98%. Best of all, this solution 
does not require utility approval, reducing road blocks to installation 
in homes and businesses across the country. 

With practicality and efficiency at the core of the technology’s 
development, the control unit easily integrates into most standard 
electric water heaters. With twin element tanks, consumers can use 
the upper element as automated grid-powered backup or make the 
switch to grid power using an integrated switch for use with single 
element tanks. 

This flexible system provides an ideal solution for residential or 
commercial entities looking to reduce energy costs or generate 
consistent hot water in an off-grid environment. Its simplicity 
and durability make a safe, practical solution for a wide array 
of applications, relying on superior engineering and eliminating 
unreliable, costly or unsafe pipes, pumps, batteries and toxic fluids. 

We feel this system is the perfect solution for everyone to affordably 
and reliably reduce their energy consumption and costs, regardless 
of grid availability.

T02. BUILD BACK A METAPHOR FOR 
PRESENT DAY DYSFUNCTIONAL, 
INEFFICIENT, OUTDATED GRID AND POWER 
PRODUCTION SYSTEM.

Presenter: Ron Leonard,Founder, Eco-NRG LLC

OBJECTIVE: 
Our presentation is geared to layout the step by step method we 
can truly build back better in PR and nationally. Our first goal is to 
make the process transparent and understandable to everyone. 

METHODS: 
What is working now in NY is CUNYs NYsolarmap.com that 
provides a way to understand the process of evaluation on 
your home or business it shows important resources that need 
protection. 

RESULTS: 
Fundamental reform and a honest evaluation of how to convert 
the PR grid to 100% renewable energy. 
This has become a contentious issue due to rising concern global 
warming and air/water pollution from the operation of present day 
central power plants. 

New challenges to the power grid, it is expected to perform better 
and be Greener. But those running that infrastructure are skilled 
in the old technology. 
The drawbacks of centralized generation such as, long gestation 
period, high transmission and distribution losses, poor efficiency, 
high carbon footprint and peak demand management through 
load shedding caused the rapid development of DG technology 
and is gradually reshaping the conventional power systems in 
several countries. Microgrids and DG work, especially when it 
is associated with renewable energy sources, as a sustainable 
alternate energy. This provides redundancy and insulation from 
weather or terrorist based outages. 

A one way grid providing power from a central distribution system 
just does not meet the needs of new prosumers. They have 
alternatives to continually increasing bills and worse service. 
They can and have voted with their feet deciding to choose 
alternative suppliers or even cutting themselves from the grid. 
This is a new turn of events for the old order to deal with and 
their efforts to delay have generally failed. But their clumsy power 
grab to themselves and install renewables using the rate base 
as collateral is not the way forward. 
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CONCLUSION: 
We and others are working on facilities now that need that help 
and intent to put thin on the new PRsolarmap.com 

Project sites under consideration/engineering analysis: 
1. Health Clinics- 79 
2.  Emergency Shelters- 27 
3.  Hospitals- 61 
4.  Supermarkets/Pharmacies- 61 
5.  Fire stations- 80 
6.  Dialysis Centers- 35 

That collaborative process has been carried forward with New 
York State, The Rocky Mountain Institute and others proposing 
ways to construct a better grid in Puerto Rico and our contention 
is that will allow a similar process a fundamental reevaluation to 
occur elsewhere in the nation by using the same process/tools. 
Our presentation will detail that process based on work in process 
now and will show that by partnering we can take the two billion 
the Federal government just allocated in February and leveraged 
it to the 20 billion needed to actually complete the job.

T03. POWERING A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 
WITH POWER ELECTRONICS
Submission Type: Technical Abstract

Presenter: Rui Li, Sr. Reliability Engineer, Celestica Inc.
Co-Authors: Mohamed Ahmed, B.S., Test Engineer, 
Celestica Inc., Jeff Eigner, B.S., Engineering Director, 
Celestica Inc.

Increasing integration of power electronics (PE) in rooftop 
solar applications is driving the need for higher reliability PE 
products for extreme environmental conditions. Implementing a 
comprehensive test assurance program throughout the design 
and production stages is critical to meet the high efficiency and 
reliability requirements. On the other hand, the program cost 
should be reasonable to meet the market expectation. 

Celestica has extensive experience in enabling high-reliability 
electronics for multiple markets. Our comprehensive reliability 
testing program for PE products in solar application ensures 
superior product design reliability and quality for our customers. 
In the design phase, a PE product is subjected to accelerated 
environmental life and stress tests as well as various analytical 
methods to ensure a reliable, robust and safe product. These tests 
such as thermal cycling, damp heat under bias and humidity freeze 
combine typical electronic stress tests and specific environmental 

requirements for solar application. The test sampling plan is tuned 
to have some level of statistical significance and be practical. 

This testing can provide increased confidence in product reliability 
during its useful life. Before product production ramp, design risk 
is mitigated by deploying PE product units. In production, ESS and 
ORT tests are performed to eliminate infant mortality and assure 
product quality on an ongoing basis. Celesticas comprehensive 
program is key to ensuring superior product reliability and field 
performance. 

T04. A DATA-DRIVEN APPROACH TO 
ROOFTOP SOLAR ADOPTION IN RURAL 
REGIONS

Presenter: Kaley Lockwood, Technical Research Analyst, 
National Rural Electric Cooperative Association

Co-Authors: Aparna Gupta, BS, Student, Network 
Dynamics and Simulation Science Laboratory, 
Biocomplexity Institute of Virginia Tech, Achla Marathe, 
PhD, Professor, Network Dynamics and Simulation Science 
Laboratory, Biocomplexity Institute of Virginia Tech, Kaley 
Lockwood, BS, Technical Research Analyst, National Rural 
Electric Cooperative Association, Samarth Swarup, PhD, 
Research Assistant Professor, Network Dynamics and 
Simulation Science Laboratory, Biocomplexity Institute of 
Virginia Tech, Anil Vullikanti, PhD, Associate Professor, 
Network Dynamics and Simulation Science Laboratory, 
Biocomplexity Institute of Virginia Tech

OBJECTIVE: 
The goal of this research is to work with the rural electric 
cooperatives to facilitate the diffusion of solar energy adoption 
in households located in the rural and semi-urban areas of 
Virginia by identifying social and behavioral factors that are 
unique to rural regions. This research will develop a solar adoption 
propensity score for each household in rural Virginia based on its 
demographics, and social and behavioral characteristics. 

METHODS: 
We begin by building a synthetic representation of Virginia by 
combining data from multiple sources into a synthetic information 
platform that provides a geographic and individual-centered 
coordinate system for integrating the data. In this approach, 
demographics and activity/behavior patterns are associated with 
individuals, who are grouped into households. Each synthetic 
person is endowed with social and demographic attributes who 
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works, moves, and behaves like a real individual. Further, a 
co-location-based social contact network is generated which is 
used to study peer effects, norms, and other social-behavioral 
factors. The population is categorized as rural-urban. 
Further, an agent-based diffusion model of solar adoption is 
applied on this dataset to study problems such as (a) what is 
the minimum number of seeds (initial adopters) required for the 
diffusion to take place in rural regions? (b) if there a fixed budget 
available to incentivize initial solar adopters, which households 
should be incentivized in order to maximize the total adoption in 
the entire region? 

RESULTS: 
Our simulation-based results show that a diffusion model that 
uses peer effects to cause diffusion, requires a greater proportion 
of initial adopters in remote rural regions, to result in diffusion. 
The areas with relatively high population density required fewer 
initial adopters to start diffusion through peer influence, whereas 
low-density zip codes required at least 10% households to have 
solar panels in order for the diffusion to take place. The second 
set of results address which households should be incentivized 
initially so that they lead to maximum total adoption in the region. 
This is a more challenging non-linear stochastic maximization 
problem. The results show that if the influence function follows 
a diminishing return property, a greedy algorithm can provide 
an almost optimal solution. We can also ensure that the initial 
adopters are well separated so that grid level instability that 
might arise due to lopsided solar penetration, can be minimized. 

CONCLUSION: 
We demonstrate that a data-driven, high-resolution simulation 
platform can be combined with a diffusion model and an optimizer 
such as our greedy optimizer to address questions of optimality, 
which is a new frontier in the 
use of big simulations. This holds the promise of moving the 
conversation from hypothetical and counter-factual simulations 
to notions of optimal behavior and optimal action in large-scale 
settings.

T05. EVALUATING AND SELECTING DER 
COMMUNICATIONS PROTOCOL(S)

Presenter: James Mater, GM, Smart Grid, QualityLogic, Inc

Many utilities are engaged in ambitious R&D programs to evaluate 
multiple new DER technologies, deployment strategies, customer 
pricing/tariff strategies and security/privacy issues. One of the 
most important opportunities for utilities is addressing how best to 

leverage standardized messaging communications to enable more 
rapid experiments, a large vendor community and lower costs of 
integration and operation of deployments. 

A recent SEPA paper on Managed Charged of EVs addressed 
communications protocols: 
Network communication and equipment interoperability are a 
challenging barrier for managed charging, not unlike other 
grid modernization technologies, such as advanced metering 
infrastructure (AMI) and smart thermostatsA critical factor in 
the broad deployment of managed charging is that it must be 
inexpensive and reliable. The development and use of appropriate 
communication standards is the most effective way to get there. 

It is not a stretch to assume that the same value can be realized 
with standard communications to other DER assets. 

Another recent SEPA document, DERMS Requirements , specifies 
DERMS Support of Communication Standards for DER monitoring 
and control and goes on to specify specific protocols to be supported. 

But how does a utility go about deciding which protocol or 
protocols to adopt for DER communications? Vendors offer their 
own proprietary protocols for communications and many have 
completed custom integrations with other vendors products. A 
number of competing Standards Development Organizations 
(SDOs) and vendor Alliances are evolving communications 
protocols that can accommodate many of the use cases and 
technical communications requirements currently envisioned for 
managing DERs as part of grid operations. 
This paper addresses the challenges in understanding, evaluating 
and selecting communications protocols for DER applications; 
outlines a process for evaluating and selecting appropriate protocols 
and provides some high-level comparisons of the most popular 
standard protocols being considered or adopted today. 

T06. THE FACTS ABOUT ‘HYBRID SOLAR 
COOLING’ -- DOES IT MEET THE LAWS OF 
THERMODYNAMICS?

Presenter: Tim Merrigan, Consultant, Energy Information 
Services

OBJECTIVE: 
In the warmer parts of the U.S. where air conditioning is prevalent 
Arizona and Florida are good examples but even in other 
southeastern and western states, some domestic as well as 
U.K.-based companies are promoting solar thermal-based solar 
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air conditioning or hybrid solar cooling systems. The marketing 
materials of these so-called solar cooling systems typically show a 
schematic or flowchart of a typical vapor compression air conditioning 
cycle evaporator, compressor, condenser, and expansion device 
but also include a solar thermal collector either evacuated tube, 
concentrating, or flat plate in between the compressor and the 
condenser. The typical solar cooling marketing materials claim 
that the solar thermal collector heats the refrigerant in the air 
conditioning cycle and helps the compressor do its work, thereby 
increasing energy efficiency and energy savings to the customer. 

METHODS: 
This presentation will show that according to the principles of 
thermodynamics, the solar thermal collector actually increases 
the superheat of the refrigerant leaving the compressor during the 
daytime and therefore lowers the effectiveness of the condenser, 
since that superheat now has to be removed before the refrigerant 
can begin to condense. At night, the solar collector could possibly 
act as a desuperheater and take away heat from the refrigerant, 
but only if an additional heat exchange circuit is set up through 
the now non-solar collector when the refrigerant is flowing. 

RESULTS: 
According to recent test results, the overall 24-hour operation of 
a hybrid solar cooling system results in a decrease to the energy 
performance of the air conditioner, which obviously does not provide 
any energy savings to the customer. In fact, it would actually cost the 
customer more to operate an air conditioner in the manner described 
by the misleading hybrid solar cooling marketing materials. 

CONCLUSION: 
It probably goes without saying that the vapor compression air 
conditioning cycle and the laws of thermodynamics are not easily 
understood by most people. Therefore, it makes it relatively easy 
for unscrupulous or even sometimes unknowing companies to 
convince consumers that they can save money with these devices. 
Unfortunately, it also gives an undeserved black eye to reputable 
and ethical solar contractors and solar thermal manufacturers that 
are members of SEIAs Solar Heating & Cooling Alliance. 

It is also important to note that there are a number of solar 
thermal-based absorption, adsorption, and desiccant solar cooling 
systems as well as solar electric-based solar air conditioning 
systems that use photovoltaic (PV) modules to supply electricity 
to the compressor and outdoor condenser fan unit. These systems 
obviously do not violate the principles of thermodynamics, do 
provide energy savings, and residential and commercial customers 
can benefit from their adoption and use.

T07. IMPLEMENTING LPWAN USING LORA 
COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL IN SMART 
HOME AND SMART ENERGY APPLICATIONS.

Presenter: Igor Mogilevski, Engineering Manager, Sumec 
North America
Co-Authors: Brad Fodness, Engineering, Director of Sales, 
Sales, Semtech, Vivek Mohan Director of IoT, Wireless and 
Sensing Products Group, Semtech

OBJECTIVE:
Provide low cost, open platform, low power consumption, with 
minimum interference and long distance a communication solution 
to Smart Home and Smart Energy products. 

METHOD: 
Integrating Lora and LoRaWAN network with Smart Home 
and Smart Energy products. Replacing current communication 
protocols, such as Zigbee and WIFI, that have limitation of 
distance, power consumption and interference with robust network 
such as LoRa and LoRaWAN. 

RESULTS: 
LoRa communication protocol was implemented and tested 
with Smart Home devices such as Smart Outlet, Smart Switch, 
Smart Door Lock, Smart LED Lights in an industrial multi story 
building and distances over 1000ft. LoRa Hub was installed in a 
completely shielded and grounded metal enclosure. All devices 
were communicating without any disruption even under those 
extreme conditions. 

CONCLUSION: 
LoRa and LoRaWAN network can serve as a foundation to 
communication between all Smart Home and Smart Energy 
devices. A LoRa Home Network HUB can control and monitor Solar 
Inverter production output, Battery Storage charge/discharge, 
Micro Inverters production output, Optimizers and Smart home 
devices all under one controlling platform. One single device can 
monitor and control power generation, power consumption and 
power flow. The key advantages of Lora Network are: 
1.  Open Source Platform 
2. Multi Source product support 
3.  Low Power consumption- Long Battery life 
4.  Long Range up to 15km 
5.  Bidirectional 
6.  Public Network 
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T08. AN ALTERNATIVE TO CREDIT 
REQUIREMENTS FOR LOW-TO-MODERATE 
INCOME COMMUNITY SOLAR

Presenter: Kelly Roache, MPA, Senior Program Manager, 
Solstice
Co-Authors: Sruthi Davuluri , M.S. Candidate, Data 
Analyst, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), 
Chikara Onda, Ph.D. Candidate, Data Analyst, Stanford 
University, Christopher Knittel, Ph.D. (Economics), Head 
Data Analyst (Professor, Applied Economics), Applied 
Economics (Sloan School of Management), Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology (MIT), Sandhya Murali, Co-Founder, 
Solstice

OBJECTIVE: 
The EnergyScore is an alternative qualifying metric created to 
approve low-to-moderate income households for community solar 
energy at scale. Current industry standards - traditional FICO credit 
score cutoffs ranging between 680 and 750 - are an imperfect 
predictor of utility payment performance and disproportionately 
exclude not only lower-credit individuals, but those with insufficient 
credit history. 

METHODS: 
The EnergyScore is a machine learning model that uses a 
random forest algorithm to predict the probability of utility account 
delinquency. It was developed using a sample of nearly 875,000 
anonymized account-level records obtained from a major national 
credit reporting agency. This dataset includes over 5,000 financial 
and demographic variables, including monthly utility payment 
performance, tracked over a recent seven-year period. The use 
of machine learning techniques outperformed earlier probit and 
linear regression approaches. In the current stage of the analysis, 
the EnergyScore will be used to qualify low-to-moderate income 
subscribers for one or more community solar pilot projects, with 
these data used to iterate and improve the model. 

RESULTS: 
The EnergyScore is both a more accurate and inclusive predictor 
of utility bill payment performance than traditional FICO cutoffs. It 
consistently displays accuracy rates of 91% in predicting utility bill 
defaults. When bill delinquency is defined as non-payment for 90+ days, 
the EnergyScore increases overall accuracy by 38 percentage points 
compared to an equivalent FICO cutoff of 680. For the low-to-moderate 
income sample population, the EnergyScore increases approvals by 
by approximately 11% compared to an equivalent FICO cutoff of 700, 
while also increasing accuracy by 54 percentage points. 

CONCLUSIONS: 
This research shows that it is possible to extend solar to a larger 
number of qualified applicants with lower or no credit scores, while 
at the same time decreasing default risk - thus opening access 
to an untapped, low-risk market segment. 

T09. AN ANALYSIS OF POWER QUALITY 
MEASUREMENTS FROM 29 DISTRIBU-
TION-CONNECTED DER INSTALLATIONS

Presenter: Nicolas Wrathall, Senior Engineer, Kinectrics Inc.

Kinectrics and an Ontario distribution utility undertook a study to 
evaluate the impact of DER interconnections on utility distribution 
feeder power quality. The impact of DER operation on feeder 
steady-state voltage levels, short-term voltage variation, and 
harmonics were evaluated. The ability for the DER to comply with 
utility power and power factor requirements were also evaluated. 

The study was based on field measurements from power quality 
recorders and/or smart revenue meters from 29 different DER 
sites across Ontario. The types of DER included wind farms, PV 
solar farms, small hydro, biogas, and landfill gas generators. The 
total capacity studied was over 230MW. 6 of the sites were PV 
solar farms accounting for 47.5MW. 

Of the 29 generators studied, the real power output of 18 sites 
exceeded their maximum capacities, 27 generators did not 
maintain the PCC power factors at the required levels, 22 caused 
excessive short-term voltage variation, 17 caused low and/or 
high feeder steady-state voltages, and 4 had unacceptably high 
harmonic emissions. 

This presentation will focus on the results for the PV solar farms 
that were studied. The results for the PV solar farms will be 
presented in detail and contrasted against the results from other 
technologies. Mitigation options for the problems observed will 
be discussed.

T10. A STANDARDIZED TEST PROTOCOL 
FOR EVALUATING RESIDENTIAL ENERGY 
STORAGE SYSTEMS

Presenter: Tsz Yip, Member of Technical Staff, Fraunhofer 
Center for Sustainable Energy
Co-Author: Matthew Kromer, MS – Director, Grid 
Integration, Fraunhofer Center for Sustainable Energy, MIT
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OBJECTIVE: 
Driven in large measure by the increasing penetration of small 
distributed solar generation, the deployment of residential energy 
storage systems in the United States is expected to grow from 
1MW today to 600MW by 2022. The US regulatory regime is 
likely to migrate over this timeframe from one dominated by 
net-metered electricity rates, which allow customers to export 
electricity on to the power distribution system at near-retail rates, 
to a regulatory regime that incentivizes self-consumption or 
provision of grid-facing services. 

In anticipation of this growth, numerous residential energy storage 
systems have been introduced to the US market in the last 12-18 
months. While these products are governed by a well-defined 
standards portfolio - e.g., for safety UL1642, UL1973, UL9540; 
for grid interconnection UL1741/IEEE1547; and for reference 
performance, IEEE1679 - there is no commonly accepted method 
for characterizing real-world performance of residential storage 
systems. End-users therefore have no ability to understand 
differences between competing products, and high-quality vendors 
lack the ability to differentiate themselves. Based on experience 
in the more mature German residential ESS market, this lack of 
transparency leads to wide variance in the quality, reliability, safety, 
and overall value proposition of products on offer. 

METHOD: 
We have developed a standardized energy storage test (SET) 
protocol for characterizing residential energy storage systems 
across a number of dimensions that extends beyond traditional 
standards to incorporate, e.g.: (1) application-specific testing over 
representative duty cycles specific to the intended application 
and environmental conditions; (2) assessment of device control 
and communication, evaluating features such as availability and 
efficacy of control functions, level of access to data, reliability, 
interoperability, data acquisition, and security model(s); (3) 
characterization of balance-of-system and non-hardware costs 
such as installation materials, process, labor requirements, and 
typical regulatory requirements; and (4) estimates of initial and 
lifetime costs of ownership. 

RESULTS: 
The proposed SET protocol will be presented along with results 
of hardware-in-the-loop characterization of multiple commercially 
available residential storage systems. Initial characterization of 
devices under test indicate widely varying performance with 
respect to system efficiency under real-world duty cycles due to 
the complexity of optimizing multiple power conversion pathways 
(solar inverter + bi-directional ESS inverter) in combination with 

the temperature and load-dependent roundtrip efficiency of 
electrochemical storage. We have also observed significant 
variance in the degree to which systems enable the end-user to 
define and execute multi-objective policy considerations. 

CONCLUSION: 
A lack of standardized methods for characterizing the performance 
of residential storage systems presents a significant barrier to 
adoption. A standardized residential energy storage test protocol 
has been developed and is currently being used to test a portfolio 
of R-ESS’s. By increasing transparency, the results of this testing 
will act as a critical enabler for this emerging market segment. 
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ES1. UL 9540A, A MEANS TO EVALUATE 
ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM FIRE 
CHARACTERIZATION FOR AN INSTALLATION

Presenter: Laurie Florence, Principal Engineer, UL LLC

Energy Storage Systems with newer battery technologies such 
as lithium ion are increasingly being installed in and around mixed 
use buildings in order to support renewables such as solar and the 
grid. Because of the concern for potential fires from these large 
energy sources being contained within buildings, requirements 
for building, fire and installation codes are being developed to 
limit the size and quantity of systems and to increase separation 
distances to mitigate the propagation of fire from an energy storage 
system to other systems or the surrounding infrastructure. For the 
industry to be able to avoid the strict sizing and separation limits 
being imposed in the codes, the Authority Having Jurisdiction 
at the site of installation needs to be assured, that there is no 
increased fire propagation risk if energy storage systems are 
installed that are larger and/or more closely spaced then the 
current strict limits being dictated in the codes. An exception 
through the use of large scale fire testing is an option to provide 
this assurance and UL 9540A, is a test method that provides large 
scale fire characterization starting at the cell level and working 
up through the planned installation of the system at the site. This 
presentation will provide an understanding of when this large 
scale fire testing is required and an overview of the test method 
and what constitutes a successful outcome to testing.

ES2. UL3001 NEW SAFETY STANDARD FOR 
DISTRIBUTED ENERGY AND STORAGE 
SYSTEMS OFTEN CALLED MICROGRIDS

Presenter: Tim Zgonena, Principal Engineer, UL LLC

Both Canada and the US have equipment safety and performance 
standards for the many renewable and distributed generator 
sources, but there is not an overarching system level standard 
that addresses the interaction and protection of these power 
sources. The new UL3001, Standard for Safety for Distributed 
Energy Generation and Storage Systems covers the safety and 
performance of distributed energy resource systems. These 
systems may be comprised of distributed energy sources such 
as photovoltaic arrays, fuel cells, generators and or wind turbines 
in homogenous or hybrid configurations, energy storage systems, 
grid interface equipment and related equipment to accomplish 
functionality of the distributed energy system. These requirements 
address the safety of system design, integration and operation. 

They also cover the performance of these systems as it relates 
to grid operability, interface with premises wiring systems, and 
performance of the equipment in the various modes of system 
operation. 

The UL3001 is not recreating existing standards and codes, but 
instead it is intended to provide the coordination and linkage 
between these separate documents. Renewable power sources 
have specific installation and protection requirements to maintain 
them within their safe operating parameters and limits to prevent 
electric shock, fire and mechanical hazards. There is a real need 
for coordination of these different sources with different operating 
parameters and limits. 

The UL3001 requirements will address the safety of system 
design, integration and operation. They will also cover the 
performance of these systems as it relates to grid operability, 
interface with premises wiring systems, and performance of 
the equipment in the various modes of system operation. To 
accomplish this, UL3001 is intended to reference the various 
IEEE performance-based standards to make use of existing 
work and also address the critical safety aspects needed for 
code compliance of the end installation.

ES3. DC HYBRID MICROGRIDS: 
SHARING OPERATIONAL DATA, VALUES, 
CHALLENGES TO ACCELERATE MARKET 
FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDING RETROFITS

Presenter: Bern Gallagher 
Co-Authors: Tim Martinson, MS, Logistics & Marketing, 
DCfusion co-founder, Design & Engineering, DCfusion/
EnSync Energy, Stephen Frank, Ph. D, Director, Building 
Energy Sciences, National Renewable Energy Laboratory

Setting up DC-centric microgrids in occupied commercial buildings 
is challenging with no roadmap, nor DC equivalents for most 
AC products. This case study starts with The Alliance Center, a 
six-story, 40,000 sf building in Denver to demonstrate benefits 
of retrofitting to DC power in typical commercial buildings that 
incorporates hybrid DC/AC values. Project partners: NREL, PVI 
and EnSync Energy will (as one panel, with each person speaking 
five minutes) present technology utilized, available operational 
data and lessons learned from this DC-centric microgrid in a 
compelling business case with a call to action.

It’s a living laboratory, generating data to validate hypothesis that 
DC microgrids including AC hybrid points - deliver superior energy 
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efficiency, major cost savings, and user experience that mirrors 
utility-supplied AC power setup. Presenters will share results 
that are measurable, repeatable and scalable, financeable and 
at forefront of commercial DC retrofits. Some operational data 
presented includes, but not limited to: 

Energy Efficiency: local DC to DC minimizing conversions. Will 
share comparisons of AC demand versus DC demand for onsite 
efficiency. Onsite improved efficiencies anticipated from 5-7%. 
Environmental: GHG, Carbon emission reduction. Will compare 
utility power versus solar power and show efficiency differentials for 
AC with up to 70% losses across entire spectrum from production 
to delivery (power plant > transmission losses > conversion losses) 
as well as associated, measurable GHG emissions and also not 
forgotten will be measures of resiliency and cost per kWh. 
Financial: Predictable long-term pricing outlined with solar 
powered DC will show costs between 2-3 cents/kWh. 
Resilience: Batteries change everything... length of islanding 

NREL will explain how microgrids participation in DOE BENEFITS 
grant utilizes a rigorous calculation tool to give hard values to DC 
power and DERs. NREL can explain the tools big value shines 
when utilized to assess 5.6 million U.S. commercial buildings a 
market that experienced an increase in lighting and plug-in-loads 
from 36% to 50% in the last two years! 

PVI is entrepreneurial glue bringing the microgrids data, market 
and technology elements together. Their deep field knowledge is 
shared through lens of not just operational data, but vision on how 
data points can support scaling DC-centric microgrids through 
utilization of NRELs tool, forward-thinking (yet proven) technology, 
and development of a financeable business model. Transparency 
central to this projects success, so hurdles, challenges and lots 
of data are openly shared. EnSync Energy is the technology 
integrator giving life to this microgrid through DC-bus based 
controls and IoT software. Presentation includes call-to-action for 
participants to suggest possible buildings and technology which 
can be vetted with NRELs tool, as well as showing economic and 
efficiency promises to grow DC-centric microgrids in America.

ES4. MICROGRID TECHNOLOGIES AND THE 
CABLE INDUSTRY’S INFRASTRUCTURE 
ROLLOUT

Presenter: Dan Nordloh, Executive Vice President, EnSync 
Energy

Facing increasing pressures to lower energy costs and increase 
resiliency, the cable industry will see billions of dollars in 
investments to repurpose sites with new technology in a relatively 
short period of time. The cable industry’s need to scale energy 
infrastructure solutions to market is representative of wider market 
opportunities facing other service industries that provide backup 
power to a network of critical facilities. 

This presentation offers lessons learned from EnSync Energy’s 
work building advanced energy systems for the cable industry 
and its unique energy loads and network characteristics. The 
presentation will draw on studies by the cable industry and the 
federal energy research organizations, to educate attendees 
about the evolving business case for renewable energy-based 
infrastructure and how to design systems with modern energy 
technologies that offer lower cost support for longer outage times. 

The presentation will highlight key energy system design 
strategies and microgrid technologies, including direct current 
power infrastructure, homogenous component design and 
advanced energy hardware and software that ensure simplified, 
cost-efficient and future-proof deployments. Combining these 
features and modular electronics results in fully integrated and 
scalable implementation that can be replicated at multiple sites 
across a territory. These design features and advanced microgrid 
technologies offer automated energy management and additional 
cost savings through engagement with local policy initiatives such 
as utility tariff reduction. 

The presentation offers a deep dive into how microgrid technologies 
are addressing top business objectives of the cable industry while 
offering greater resiliency at a lower cost of ownership.
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POSTER PRESENTATIONS:

T11. SOLAR + STORAGE MARKET PLACE 
REGULATORY AND MARKET INNOVATIONS: 
PARADIGM SHIFT AHEAD

Presenter: Nathan Hightower, CEO, Powerstation 247, Inc.

This presentation will address the following Topics” Peer-to-Peer 
Trading Outcomes (PTP), California Is The Benchmark, Smart 
Grid Roll Out, What the IOUs benefited from: CPUCs Smart Grid 
Roll Out (TAR & DAR project activities 12 million meters) | PG&Es 
Smart Meter Business Case (there everywhere; 5.5M - largest in 
US) | $417 Million in IOU benefits roll outs in 2016, did that get 
passed on? | $636 Million it cost the Rate Payer at the meter, that 
did get passed on. 
Developer response to the effort: Develop Decentralized 
Autonomous Organizations or Companies (DAO /DAC) | Create 
rate payer runways for Home Energy Management Systems 
(HEMS) | Level the playing field when it comes to downrange 
distribution power trades | Create independent contract trade 
markets as VPP/LSE harvesting 85% RA/LCR 

Blockchain Technology (BCT): The Digitally Tradable Crypto Token 
| Set up on the IoT/EoT: 

How do we get this wired: Utilize the new Decentralized Energy 
Trading Market (Platforms) |Form PTP trading platforms using 
licensed traders (Smart Contract) | Complete or invest in initial coin 
offerings as a company (ICOs) | Deploy Home Energy Management 
Systems with this platform (HEMS) | Provide Subscriber access 
via the HEMS to the Decentralized Energy Market | 

Developer response to the effort: Obtain hardware/firmware/
software devices for the HEMS becoming a VPP | Manage trade/
buy/sale of energy on the USN at the community level |Obtain only 
insured smart contracts from qualified energy contract providers 
| Location Energy Management Services (LEMS) | Energy-as-
a-Service 
Set up on the IoT/EoT: 

How to become a service org versus a product org | Set up energy 
data harvesting system(s) or third party | Use cloud-based level 
services like O&M remote and local | Subscribe or license services 
(i.e. power management, scheduling, etc.) 

Developer response to the effort: Take on management, 
implementation, updates, ongoing technology evaluation and 

selection as a service team for local consumers and prosumers | 
Scale the service or scale and sale the service to a qualified 3rd 
party | Companies such as Current (GE), Accenture, EMS and 
Landis+Gyr can perform 
Virtual Utility Service (VUS) 

Set up on the Cloud: | What is the Virtual Utility Service Framework: 
A virtual utility can aggregate the generation from various 
distributed systems and act as the intermediary between and 
with energy markets |A virtual utility can also act as an integrator of 
non-traditional services provided to customers by third parties, e.g. 
distributed energy resources outside its traditional service territory. 

Developer response to the effort: A successful virtual utility will 
be highly efficient at energy sourcing, managing or interfacing 
with local distribution networks, real-time balancing of demand 
and supply, and providing intelligent tools for managing customer 
engagement. 
Residential energy management IS the next big thing!

T12. ADVANCING ENERGY STORAGE 
OPPORTUNITIES

Presenter: Mike Voll, Sector Leader, Microgrids and Energy 
Storage, Stantec Consulting Ltd.

OBJECTIVE: 
Evolution of the electricity grid paradigm combined with global 
and regional economic and climate drivers has utilities and 
developers re-thinking their energy planning to incorporate higher 
penetration levels of Renewable Energy (RE) into their supply mix. 
Increasing RE penetration has other adverse effects on existing 
electricity delivery assets and therefore requires adaptation of 
grid modernization technologies such as energy storage. The 
challenge is that tools for assessing and evaluating these types 
of systems are not well known or available within the general 
engineering community. 

METHODS: 
This presentation outlines some guidelines for embarking on your 
first energy storage deployments while introducing some tools 
and methods to ensure success with your first pilots. In addition 
to outlining economic drivers and typical use cases for various 
types of energy storage technologies, this presentation takes a 
deeper dive into some of the technical challenges such as grid 
connectivity and synthesized energy assessment. Some of the 
methods explored include detailed connection impact assessment 
of battery energy storage systems, synthesizing facility energy 
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profiles for existing and unconstructed facilities and incorporation 
of PVSyst output data into the energy planning process. 

RESULTS: 
By combining appropriate engineering simulation tools, an accurate 
assessment of connecting BESS to the system can be validated 
and a bankable energy forecast produced for the purpose of 
advancing financing for your project. 

CONCLUSION: 
We conclude with guidelines for next steps so participants can fill 
any open gaps in their master planning programs. By engaging 
appropriate partners early who are equipped with practical tools 
for assessing value and impact of grid modernization programs, 
successful pilot projects are possible.

T13. SEASONAL THERMAL ENERGY 
STORAGE FOR HEATING AND COOLING - 
REALIZED PROJECTS IN SWITZERLAND

Presenter: Simon Buettgenbach, Senior Project Manager, 
Amstein + Walthert AG

SEASONAL SOLAR HEAT STORAGE - The Underestimated 
Pillar of our Future Energy System 
EXAMPLES OF REALIZED PROJECTS IN SWITZERLAND 

To meet the ambitious goals for the reduction of greenhouse gas 
emissions worldwide, the demand of fossil energy for heating 
purposes has to be reduced drastically. Additionally, a growing 
cooling demand for buildings has to be catered for. Novel, 
neighborhood-based energy concepts can provide an important 
contribution to the achievement of this goal. 
In urban areas, residential buildings with a demand of heat for 
domestic hot water and space heating during winter are situated in 
the neighborhood of buildings with increasing cooling demand from 
the industry or service sector. A low temperature district heating 
network can work as a heat source for efficient heat-pumps in the 
residential sector, as well as cold source for office air conditioning 
or other processes with cooling demand. Large borehole fields 
serve as seasonal thermal storage. 

Today, the mutual influence of these boreholes in large and small 
geothermal borehole fields is often not considered in dimensioning 
and operation of individual heat-pump systems. To compensate 
this so called heat theft of geothermal probes, regeneration by 
solar-thermal or waste heat sources can be the solution with 
seasonal storage. 

Three examples of realized projects in the Zurich area, that already 
contains 6’000 geothermal probes while approx. 45’000 additional 
probes are expected to be installed till 2050, are presented. 

The first example is a large installation with several fields of 
borehole heat exchangers with a total of 430 probes, coupled 
with large heat-pumps. Measured seasonal performance of 
this installation, which has been operational for many years, is 
presented. It will be shown that seasonally-averaged COPs of 
more than 8 for heating and EER values of over 30 for cooling 
can be achieved. 

The second example is a low temperature network, which will 
supply the heating energy demand for 5’700 inhabitants of 
refurbished and new residential buildings in its final stage of 
implementation by seasonally shifting summer waste heat from 
large data centers. 

The third example shows the refurbishing of a typical 70s apartment 
building located in a residential area without waste heat potential 
but high density of geothermal probes nearby. A heat-pump system, 
combined with PVT-collectors and deep geothermal probes, was 
installed. These collectors serve as a low temperature heat source 
to regenerate the soil. The soil can then be sustainably used over 
decades and deliver high source temperatures for the heat-pump 
to achieve seasonally-averaged COPs of 5. 

Using solar-thermal or waste heat to balance geothermal borehole 
fields has a great potential for seasonal energy storage.

T14. DESIGN SOLUTIONS TO MITIGATE 
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT IN HIGH 
CYCLE PRESSURE VESSELS

Presenter: Pooya Mahmoudian, Product Engineer, Haskel 
International

Hydrogen Embrittlement (HE) is the process of introducing 
hydrogen in the material structure that causes to develop cracks 
and increase crack growth rate. This phenomenon has made 
high pressure hydrogen storage, transportation and compression 
more challenging. The most commonly method to mitigate HE 
effect in high cycle pressure vessels is to use high nickel-content 
stainless steel alloys. High ductility of these alloys delays the HE 
effect and decreases the crack growth rate. This work introduces 
a new method in construction of pressure vessels that completely 
mitigates the HE effect regardless of the material of use and 
composition. 
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PV2. UL3741 PV HAZARD CONTROL - 
REDUCING HAZARDS FOR FIREFIGHTERS

Presenter: Tim Zgonena, Principal Engineer, UL LLC

This presentation will cover the new UL standard UL3741 PV 
Hazard Control Reducing Hazards for Firefighters as well as the 
foundational work under a US Department of Energy research 
grant, conducted by UL LLC and Sandia National Laboratories, 
specifically designed to evaluate the shock hazards and associated 
electric shock limits, particular to fire fighters working on PV arrays. 
The research and resulting report investigated common fire 
fighter PPE, work practices, working conditions and foreseeable 
abnormal conditions to identify defined, science-based criteria to 
reasonably limit hazards for fire fighters performing their duties 
on buildings with PV systems. The UL 3741 standard will make 
use of the UL1741 requirements published on 12/22/2017 for 
PV Rapid Shutdown electronics and it will also incorporate the 
benefits of a coordinated array construction to prevent a fire fighter 
from entering an electric current path to reduce shock hazards. 

NEC 2017 and 2020 - The 2017 NEC, 690.12 option (2) with 
the 80V limit was an estimate intended to be a compromise 
between traditional electric shock hazard limits and what was 
thought to be a feasible PV implementation. The Option (2) 
80V limits was not based upon detailed shock hazard science, 
does not account for the many differences in PV equipment and 
system implementations, and relies exclusively upon a system 
implemented in the field rather than a designed and coordinated 
hazard control system. 

The UL3741 Photovoltaic Hazard Control standard address more 
than just electronic solutions and as such needs participation 
from members across the PV industry. UL has also developed 
a Standards Technical Panel (STP) for UL3741, comprised of 
members from the AHJs, Fire Fighting community, NEC experts, 
PV industry, US National Labs, and Others. The science-based 
research combined with the UL1741 PV rapid shutdown 
requirements, UL62109-1 and new UL62109-2 ground fault 
protection methodologies provide an excellent foundation for the 
development of UL3741. UL has developed a framework for the 
standard based upon the Sandia / UL research and expects UL 
3741 to be published in the coming months. 

PV3. EXPLORING DEMAND CHARGE 
SAVINGS FROM RESIDENTIAL AND 
COMMERCIAL SOLAR

Presenter: Naim R. Darghouth, Senior Scientific and 
Engineering Associate, Lawrence Berkeley National 
Laboratory
Co-Authors: Galen Barbose, MS, Research Scientist, 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Ryan Wiser, Ph.D., 
Senior Scientist, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, 
Pieter Gagnon, MS, Engineering Analyst, National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory, Lori Bird, MS, Researcher 
V, National Renewable Energy Laboratory
 
Retail electricity tariffs with demand charges, whereby electricity 
customers are charged based on their peak demand, are 
commonly used for commercial customers and are increasingly 
being considered for residential customers as well. Recent 
discussions have focused in particular on the application of 
demand charges for residential customers with rooftop solar, as 
a potential means of better aligning customer bill savings from 
solar with the associated utility cost savings. These discussions, 
however, have been hampered by limited information about what 
level of demand charge savings customers might realistically 
expect to achieve from rooftop solar: a complex question, given 
variations in demand charge designs, customer loads, and PV 
generation profiles. Moreover, depending on the circumstances, 
demand charges from solar may or may not align well with 
associated utility cost savings. 

OBJECTIVE: 
To inform these ongoing deliberations, we have engaged in a 
series of studies to evaluate the potential role of demand charges 
in aligning customer bill savings and utility cost savings from 
rooftop solar. We seek to answer the basic question: To what 
extent, and under what conditions, can rooftop solar reduce 
demand charges? 

METHODS: 
The analysis addresses this question by estimating demand 
charge savings from solar across a broad range of demand 
charge designs, locations, and PV system characteristics. The 
analysis is based on 30-minute weather data spanning a 17-year 
historical period (1998-2014), sourced from the National Solar 
Radiation Database. Using those data, we simulate building loads 
for residential and commercial customer groups across 15 U.S. 
cities. Using the same weather data, we simulate rooftop PV 
generation for the same set of U.S. cities and across multiple 
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PV system sizes and orientations. For each pair of load/PV 
data, we estimate monthly demand charge savings from solar, 
by comparing demand charges with and without solar, under 
numerous demand charge designs. 

RESULTS: 
Under a basic, non-coincident demand charge design, residential 
and commercial customers generally achieve low reductions in 
demand charges from solar. However, demand charge savings 
may be significantly greater when based on pre-defined peak 
periods. For all demand charge designs, demand charge savings 
from solar can vary significantly by location and building type (for 
commercial customers), but orienting PV panels westward yields, 
at most, only slight increases demand charge savings. 

CONCLUSIONS: 
For the residential sector, moving away from fully volumetric 
electricity rates to demand charges (with lower volumetric 
rates) will generally reduce bill savings from residential solar. 
Some demand charge designs are clearly better than others for 
customers with solar. Due to diminishing returns with larger PV 
systems, demand charges incentivize commercial customers 
to install smaller PV systems. Finally, demand charges may not 
always align well with utility cost savings from solar. 

PV4. THE RIGHT DECISION FOR ENHANCED 
EFFICIENCY

Presenter: Mark Mikofski, Principal Engineer, DNV GL
Co-authors: Sanjay Shrestha, MS Tech. in Altermative 
Energy, SOLV/Swinerton; Jaya Mallineni, MS Tech. in 
Alternative Energy, SOLV/Swinerton

Accurate performance prediction of large scale PV power plants 
with complex layouts has been a challenge for project developers, 
designers, and independent engineers, because complexities, 
such as uneven terrain, non-uniform shading, and variable layout 
pitch and row length, have made analysis of these sites difficult 
and uncertain. These uncertainties add considerable risk that 
can impact project financing. Common approaches to mitigating 
this risk, such as inducing backtracking by applying an artificial 
ground-coverage ratio, may reduce the amount of available 
potential energy collected at a site. Modeling simplifications, such 
as assuming flat terrain, applying a fixed shade impact factor, 
or only calculating string level shading, result in simulations that 
don’t reflect actual conditions and introduce significant errors 
[“Accurate Modeling of Partially Shaded PV Arrays,” B. Meyers, 
IEEE 44th PVSC, 2017]. 

To address these risks, DNV GL has developed an advanced 
model, that includes shading calculations at the submodule level, 
to simulate energy production on complex terrain with realistic PV 
system layouts. In analyzing projects with the advanced model, 
DNV GL estimates that project energy production forecasts could 
be improved by as much as 5-10% versus less complex models 
with simplifications and assumptions. In designing projects with 
the advanced model, DNV GL predicts 5-10% more energy 
with potential improvements in layout and operation. In this 
presentation DNV GL will provide guidance for developers and 
designers seeking to mitigate risks in simulation of sites with 
complex terrain and explain how to use simulations to improve 
site design to optimize solar energy output.

PV5. ICARUS HYBRID PVT SOLAR POWER 
BOOST AND STORAGE SYSTEM

Presenter: Mark G. Anderson, PE, CEO, Icarus RT, Inc.
Co-Authors: Vernon Berger, BSSE, Advisor, Icarus RT, 
Inc., John Dascomb, PhD, Advisor, Icarus RT, Inc.

Traditional current photovoltaic (PV) panels are installed at the 
rate of 30,000 per hour around the world despite a typical peak 
efficiency rating of only 21% in converting the amount of insolation 
striking each panel into electricity. In addition, unfortunately as 
panels heat up during each day, yield drops as much as 25% to an 
overall efficiency as low as 16% during the hottest part of the day. 

The objective of the Icarus Hybrid Solar Photovoltaic/Thermal 
(PVT) Power Boost system is to use newly developed organic 
fluids designed with low global warming potential for low grade 
waste heat recovery, to: 1) enhance the performance of solar 
panels by cooling panels using organic fluids; 2) generate 
additional power with the extracted waste heat using Organic 
Rankine Cycle (ORC); 3) store heat energy for use during cloud 
shading or after sunset; 4) improve the lifetime efficiency and 
extend the life cycle of traditional photovoltaic panels by limiting 
the daily heat cycle and related fatigue; and 5) improve the return 
on investment (ROI) for a typical commercial, industrial or utility 
scale solar array. 

The system was designed using traditional engineering methods, 
process simulation software, and multi-physics finite element 
analysis. A proof of concept prototype was assembled and tested 
to demonstrate use of ORC. 

Simulation and analyses results yield a performance increase 
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in overall system output by more than 25% (9% improvement in 
panel output due to cooling, and 16% or more additional power 
output from the ORC turbo-generator). A full-scale prototype 
was assembled to prove the results predicted by simulation and 
optimize performance. Prototype testing is currently underway. 
A second larger prototype with thermal storage for generation 
after sundown is planned for third party verification. 

Cost models for commercial, industrial and utility scale systems 
demonstrate additional PVT solar power with the hybrid system 
available at significantly lower cost per watt compared to adding 
additional solar panels, resulting in a significantly improved ROI 
for the overall system, per watt of installed power. 
Since the system stores heat thermally for power generation, 
it has inherent benefits over traditional batteries: first, the ORC 
does not cannibalize power generated during the day to recharge 
batteries; second, the thermal storage and generation capacity 
doesnt degrade over time; and third, the thermal battery system is 
based on environmentally safe materials with low global warming 
impact. 

A hybrid PVT system using ORC to cool traditional solar panels, 
generate and store additional power, improve the lifetime of 
traditional solar panels and improve the ROI of traditional solar 
arrays is a compelling breakthrough for the solar industry. 

PV6. NOVEL MULTILAYER CO-EXTRUDED 
PHOTOVOLTAIC BACKSHEET UTILIZING 
POLYAMIDE-IONOMER ALLOYS

Presenter: Andreas Rothacker, Vice President, 
Tomark-Worthen LLC
Co-Authors: Christopher Thellen, Ph.D., Product 
Development Engineer, Tomark-Worthen LLC, David 
Santoleri, B.S., President, Tomark-Worthen LLC, Robert 
Davis, B.S., Product and Market Development Leader, 
Tomark-Worthen LLC

Photovoltaic (PV) backsheet is a critical component of a solar 
module that provides insulation and environmental protection to 
the system. In order for solar modules to perform for 30+ years 
in various environments, the backsheet must provide excellent 
weatherability, electrical insulation, mechanical strength, and 
adhesion to the PV encapsulant. Recently, large numbers of failed 
PV modules have been returned from the field due to defective 
and failed backsheet. These defects include layer delamination, 
severe yellowing, failed encapsulant bonding and even cracking. 
Given the push by the U.S. Department of Energy to develop PV 

technology with performance life exceeding 50 years, there is a 
critical need for highly weather-resistant backsheet technology 
to provide confidence in the ability of the PV module to survive 
50 years. 

Polyamide-Ionomer alloys offer durability, toughness, excellent 
scratch-resistance, low-temperature impact strength, and excellent 
outdoor weatherability. All of which are highly desirable for a PV 
backsheet material that needs to stand up to the elements in 
various environmental conditions. Films made of these alloys 
exhibit high moisture permeability and therefore need to be 
combined with a layer, or layers, of a material that will provide 
the necessary moisture barrier that is required for PV backsheet 
performance. Through the co-extrusion method, multi-layer 
backsheet that combines the excellent physical properties of 
this alloy with the moisture barrier performance of polyolefins can 
be produced in a single-step manufacturing process without the 
need for adhesives. The bonds between layers in co-extruded 
products are typically much stronger and more-reliable than 
adhesive-based bonds due to polymer chain entanglement that 
occurs during the process in the melt phase. 

This presentation will address the performance of PV backsheet 
utilizing polyamide-ionomer alloys as the outer skin layers in 
a multi-layer PV backsheet. The primary audience for this 
presentation should include manufacturers and solar panel 
suppliers that select backsheet for their products as well as 
research and development professionals with experience in 
polymer materials and thermoplastic conversion operations. 
Audience members will immediately gain a basic understanding 
of these polymeric materials and how the co-extrusion process 
differs from lamination processes.

PV7. DESIGN AND EVALUATION OF A SOLAR 
CONCENTRATOR-RECEIVER SYSTEM USING 
A STATISTICAL-ALGORITHMIC DESIGN OF 
NON-IMAGING FRESNEL-LENSES 

Presenter: Hassan Qandil,Research Assistant, Mechanical 
and Energy Engineering/University of North Texas

Using a statistical-algorithm incorporated in MATLAB, four types 
of non-imaging Fresnel lenses are designed; a spot-flat lens, a 
linear-flat lens, a dome-shaped lens and a semi-cylindrical-shaped 
lens. The algorithm optimizes the lens design via a statistical 
ray-tracing methodology of the incident light, considering chromatic 
aberration, focal length, solar inclination and azimuth angles, 
lens and receiver apertures, and the optimum number of prism 
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grooves. While adopting an equal-groove-width assumption of 
the Poly-methyl-methacrylate PMMA prisms, the main target is 
to maximize ray intensity on the receivers aperture, and therefore 
achieving the highest possible heat flux. 

The algorithm outputs prism angles and 2D sketches. 3D drawings 
are then generated via AutoCAD and Solidworks. COMSOL 
multiphysics software is utilized to simulate the lenses under 
solar conditions, which provides optical and thermal analysis of 
both the lens and the receivers apertures, while setting solar and 
weather conditions as per the Dallas-TX TMY3 weather data. 

Once the lens characterization is finalized, the receiver is then 
designed based on the optimized aperture size. Several cavity 
shapes; including triangular, arc-shaped and trapezoidal, are 
tested while coupled with a variety of receiver materials, working 
fluids, heat transfer mechanisms, and enclosure designs. A 
vacuum-reflective enclosure is also simulated for an enhanced 
thermal absorption efficiency. Each receiver type is simulated via 
COMSOL multiphysics while coupled with the optimized lens. 

A lab-scale prototype for the optimum lens-receiver configuration 
is then fabricated for experimental evaluation. Application-based 
testing is also be performed for the selected configuration, 
including that of a photovoltaic-thermal cogeneration system 
and solar furnace system. 
Finally, future research work will be pointed out, including the 
coupling of the collector-receiver system with an end-use power 
generator, and the use of a multi-layered genetic algorithm for 
comparative studies. 

PV8. THE HEAT IS ON PV MODULES

Presenter: Kent Whitfield, Principal Engineer, Renewable 
Energy, UL LLC

PV modules are evaluated to several domestic and international 
safety and performance standards, however, the majority of 
these presume an operational climate that does not exceed 40°C 
ambient air temperature coincident with full sun irradiance (i.e., 
1000W/m2). Many new and emerging markets, on the other hand, 
have climates that routinely exceed this temperature as do some 
domestic locations with good solar resource. The consequence 
of temperatures above 40°C, coincident with high irradiance, is 
that products may exceed their material temperature ratings with 
an impact to both safety and performance as a result. 

This presentation will describe both modeling and actual system 
operating temperatures to understand how hot modules really get 
in the field as a function of their installation method (for example, 
open-rack versus building integrated) and their operating climate. 
A module’s maximum operating temperature, however, is rarely 
significant by itself since the clear majority of failure modes 
require time at temperature to develop with a major distinction 
made between short-term, or catastrophic, and long-term, or 
cumulative damage, failure modes. Both types of failure modes 
will be discussed as well as a strategy for risk reduction of each. 
A means to characterize a climate based upon knowledge of 
a failure mode’s Arrhenius behavior, specifically, its activation 
energy, will be presented for long-term failure modes and how 
this can drive not only better standards, but better testing as well. 

Finally, this presentation will discuss the status and approach being 
taken in the international standards writing body, IEC TC82 WG2, 
to address the challenge of high-temperature module operation.

PV9. THE SOLAR FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH

Presenter: Trevor Curry, Director, Engineering, PureGen Power
Co-Author: Velvet Voelz, MS, Environmental Management, 
Director, Asset Management, PureGen Power

OBJECTIVE: 
To educate the industry on maximizing solar project life expectancy 
by leveraging our operational experience managing distributed 
generation solar portfolio, which includes commercial rooftop and 
ground mount projects. We will highlight key improvements made 
to extend the useful life of projects, as well as potential pitfalls. 

METHODS: 
Case study analysis of existing solar portfolio highlighting 
life extension techniques which can payoff in the long run. 
This includes extending inverter life expectancy, identifying 
and correcting underperformance, and mitigation of module 
degradation and mismatch. This uses PVsyst and Snow Modeling 
tools for performance and high-level electrical calculations. This 
also identifies the impacts that weather have on performance. 
Below are the key issues we evaluated through our process: 

Key underperformance issues 
»  Inverter availability how to identify and manage key   
 failure points 
»  Degradation recoverable and non-recoverable 
»  String-level failure characteristics and root causes, and  
 identification of best practices to minimize downtime and  
 underperformance 
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»  Access to real-time data and evaluation 
»  Upgrading hardware on older projects to access plant  
 level monitoring data and leverage analytics 
»  Quick degradation evaluation techniques 
»  New technology used to increase output and recover  
 mismatch, shading, soiling, and snow losses 
»  Compatibility with new technology, e.g. 600V vs. 1000V /  
 Central vs. String / Modules (new vs. old) 

CONCLUSION: 
Existing solar projects should not be left to fall apart at year 
twenty-five. The current designs predicate that the plant will 
operate like a machine, and at the end of life, there will be no 
salvage value and will be up to the end of life owner to remove. 
This can be costly and doesnt meet the needs of consumers. 
Our analysis shows that technical and operational enhancements 
maximize life expectancy and maximize revenue for project 
owners it is a win-win. 

With a dataset of over two hundred solar plants more than five 
years old, we found that over sixty-five percent of plants were 
deviating by more than two percent in accumulated degradation 
for the first five years of operations and five percent for availability 
against the original debt model assumptions and we were able 
to improve the projects to more closely align with the original 
assumptions. 

In this presentation, we will highlight our systematic approach to 
maximize solar life expectancy, as well as detail specific examples 
of our successes. 
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T16. WIND INDUCED DYNAMIC LOADS ON 
SINGLE AXIS TRACKERS

Presenter: Todd Andersen, PE, Sr. Principle Engineer, 
Array Technologies 
Co-Author: John Williamson, Mechanical Engineering, 
Chief Engineer, Array Technologies

ABSTRACT CONTENT 
In order to reduce costs, horizontal single axis solar trackers are 
trending toward longer rows with fewer support columns. This 
trend results in reduced torsional and bending modal frequencies. 
As tracker frequencies reduce, potential dynamic excitation of 
bending modes and vortex induced torsional galloping become 
more of a concern. A multi-body dynamics (MBD) time domain 
simulation has been applied in order to study the dynamic behavior 
of long torque tube style single axis tracker rows when subject to 
various wind loading conditions to assess the level of dynamic 
amplification. The MBD model includes all elements of a tracker 
row to include the spans, the support columns, the torque tube 
bearings, and the center drive structure. This modeling approach 
affords the ability to investigate effects of varying individual 
component properties such as stiffness, mass, damping, etc. 
Furthermore, the wind loading input is derived through wind 
tunnel tests which account for the span-wise spatial variation in 
pressure and phase relationship as a function of time. Results 
show a trend of increasing load amplification as row lengths and 
span lengths increase, and that certain system design variables 
can influence the level of amplification. Modelling the full tracker 
row using MBD time domain methods with time and spatially 
varying wind loading, gives more realistic results which can be 
critical for confirming the behavior of single axis tracker designs. 

T17. USING ELECTRIC VEHICLES AS 
VIRTUAL POWER PLANTS

Presenter: David Schlosberg, Vice President, Energy 
Market Operations, eMotorWerks

The eMotorWerks solution addresses a common challenge for 
traditional virtual power plants - high upfront expense, integration 
and collaboration. By matching the time and rate of EV charging 
to the grid’s conditions, its cloud-based JuiceNet platform acts 
like a virtual power plant, generates recurring revenues from 
an array of energy services that balance grid supply/demand, 
reduces energy costs, and defers costly upgrades. Leveraging 

open standards, it also allows EVSE providers and EV OEMs to 
work together by providing a cloud-based platform which makes 
grid reliability and maintenance much more transparent. 

eMotorWerks can aggregate and optimize EV charging load 
across any compatible EVSE vendor, including its own leading 
“JuiceBox” line of stations and those from AeroVironment, Clipper 
Creek, Nayax, and Volta to minimize energy procurement costs, 
enable necessary balancing of the grid, avoid unnecessary 
grid infrastructure upgrades that would otherwise costs utilities 
and ISOs hundreds of billions of dollars, and integrate a higher 
penetration of renewables 

eMotorWerks has already deployed over 16,000 stations worldwide, 
and its technology is utilized by 5 large OEMs worldwide. Forward 
thinking utilities like EDF Renewables, Sonoma Clean Power 
and Marin Clean Energy have rolled out eMotorWerks charging 
stations, similarly the CPUC and three California-based IOUs are 
partaking in grid service and submetering programs, because they 
know their ability to aggregate loads throughout a charging cycle 
is critical to keeping the supply and demand of energy flowing 
smoothly, as well as minimizing costly grid upgrades. For the driver 
- eMotorWerks’s self-learning platform - exposed to drivers via 
iOS and Android smartphone apps and web dashboards - learns 
the driver’s needs, predicts grid events and allows drivers to earn 
money off of energy market participation without requiring active 
involvement and without impacting normal usage of their vehicle

T18. 24% EFFICIENCY HYBRID CELL 
TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATING A LOW-COST, 
PRECISION-PATTERN CU METALLIZATION 
USED FOR ADVANCED PCB 

Presenter: Farhad Moghadam, Chief Technology Officer, 
Sunrpeme
Co-Author: Alec Jackson, Mastor of Engineering, Sr. 
Process engineer, Technology, Sunpreme

We integrate its Bifacial Hybrid Cell Technology (HCT) with 
proven processes from the Cu-PCB industry to develop the next 
generation PV technology. This resulted in >24% efficiency, with 
an all-in cost <$0.32/Wp. The process captures the advantages 
of Cu (narrower fingers line width, lower resistivity, lower material 
cost) without the added costs of state-of-the-art Cu-on-Silicon 
processes. Our development project is funded by DOE and CEC 
government grants. 
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We previously achieved over 23.5% (corroborated by Fraunhofer 
ISE) in early production technology using a simple Bifacial 
structure with Cu grid electrodes. 
Recently, we developed a Cu interconnect process technology 
using advanced PCB methodology. The cell starts from grid 
patterning using photolithography and progresses through Cu 
electrochemical plating to achieve 25um width and 30um height 
fingers. The equipment is able to handle thin, fragile silicon wafers 
in high volume manufacturing. In combination with an improved 
amorphous Si thin film stack to make our p-i-n junctions, cell 
efficiencies at or over 24% with a Voc of 745 mV were measured 
on production n-type Cz Si substrates with a large cell area of 
244.3cm2. 
Bi-facial double glass modules, made using these Cu cells, 
demonstrated over 400 Wp at STC and a low thermal coefficient 
of -0.25 %/°C. Outdoor testing showed a higher power of 470W 
DC and 450W AC, due to Bifacial boost. Such our modules carry 
a third-party insured performance warranty of 30 years. 

With a mixed configuration of vertical and tilt mount, our panels 
can effectively address the duck curve power generation/
consumption issue, solving a major obstacle to meeting RPS 
goals and increasing grid stability.

T19. A NFPA 70B & 70E OVERVIEW: 
ELIMINATE THE RISK OF ELECTRICAL 
HAZARDS AND AVOID SHUTDOWNS 

Presenter: Bhanu Srilla, Director of Product Marketing, 
Grace Engineered Products, Inc

Facility shutdowns due to electrical equipment failures and 
catastrophic accidents that result due to improper maintenance 
cost organizations in millions of dollars in lost revenues, inventory 
and other injury related worker compensations. The cost of 
production downtime alone can be irreparable; however, there is 
also the threat to life safety posed by arc-flash occurrences, the 
potential for reputational damage and the cost of replacement 
assemblies and parts to consider. The fear of Electrical Hazards 
not only cost organizations in economic loss, but also negatively 
impacts the employee and workplace productivity. These can 
be catastrophic consequences, particularly in power critical 
environments such as process plants, datacenters, hospitals 
and utilities. 

This session will focus on the importance of electrical safety and 
maintenance programs, OSHA requirements and definitions for 
CFRs 1910.147 & 303 and 305 and guidance of NFPA 70E and 

70B standards on electrical safety and recommended practice 
for electrical equipment maintenance. Topics of discussion will 
include, Risk Control Hierarchy, various methods to eliminate 
the risk or to mitigate at acceptable levels using safety-by-design 
engineering controls, technologies and trends in predictive 
maintenance tools and the use of remote monitoring tools to 
proactively monitor the equipment condition that improves overall 
system reliability and avoid shutdowns. 

T20. A ROADMAP FOR C-SI SOLAR PANEL 
END-OF-LIFE TREATMENT

Presenter: Sydney J. Edwards, Undergraduate Research 
Fellow, University of Maryland, Project Engineer, Stellavise

As the installation of PV systems grows to promote a path 
for sustainable energy generation, solar panel recycling and 
end-of-life procedures have become areas of increasing concern. 
Given the post-1990s boom in PV installation, and the 20-30 year 
lifetime of a PV plant, the new industry created by this anticipated 
20,000 tons of solar panel waste will be worth upwards of 300 
million dollars by 2024 [1]. Building upon research that explores 
various types of panel recycling methodologies and economics, 
this paper will identify the most feasible process for c-Si solar 
panel recycling. The economics of this process will show to 
be more favorable then past research suggests due to recent 
shortages in the Si industry, increasing landfill disposal rates, 
and the expected surge of panels requiring disposal in the next 
5 years. As a co-benefit, Si does not contain any toxic chemicals, 
unlike CdTe or CIGS modules, and is therefore a favorable type 
of material to recycle due to no government requirements in the 
decommissioning process. C-Si panels also hold over 50% of the 
installed module market share and will face the heaviest recycling 
needs in the near future. The paper will conclude with a detailed 
example of an efficient collection system for recycling c-Si panels 
in the DC metropolitan area based on measurements of local 
PV capacity and interviews with members of the solar industry.

T21. APPLYING MANUFACTURING 
PROCESSES TO REDUCE COSTS AND 
INCREASE VALUE THROUGH IMPROVED 
SOLAR PV INSTALLATION QUALITY

Presenter: Jason S. Trager, Managing Partner, Sustainabilist
Co-Authors: Rudolph Saporite, Engineering, Dutchess 
Community College, Program Manager, Energy Services, 
Institute for Building Technology and Safety, Richard Lawrence, 
MS, Environmental Education, Lesley University, Program 
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Director, Energy, Sustainability, & Resilience, Institute for Building 
Technology and Safety, Jason Trager, Ph.D., Mechanical 
Engineering, UC Berkeley, Managing Partner, Sustainabilist

OBJECTIVE: 
There is a lack of quality assurance, control, and improvement 
(QA/QC/QI) programs in the solar energy installation industry, 
flying in the face of more than 100 years of manufacturing science. 
This presentation will showcase the benefits that are derived from 
applying quality management processes, and walk through how 
methodologies that have been proven in automotive and other 
manufacturing spaces can benefit the solar PV installation sector. 

METHODS: 
Utilizing tools that include the Seven Basic Tools of Quality to 
prioritize and address contractor installation problems in the same 
manner that they would be addressed if they were manufacturing 
flaws in a factory assembly line, IBTS and Sustainabilist applied 
the following methodologies: 
Create an assessment and inspection protocol that rigorously 
removes subjectivity from quality control inspections 
Implement the inspection protocol on tens of thousands of solar 
energy installations 
Analyze data collected during inspection using tools such as 
Pareto and control charts for each major subcategories of the 
inspection protocol 
Find variances by analyzing each of the inspection criteria using 
statistical hypothesis testing techniques 
Complete root-cause analysis using fishbone diagrams of 
individual failures identified using the inspection protocol 
Perform a cost/benefit analysis of quality improvement measures 

RESULTS:
IBTS and Sustainabilist calculate that the benefits of quality 
management programs far outweigh the costs of implementation 
of these programs. The data shows that each residential solar 
energy system that is put into service today begins operation with 
7-10 cents per watt of deferred maintenance that will have to be 
addressed in the future. In the case of critical issues, sometimes 
this cost is incurred by the system provider right away, but often 
times, it will not be discovered until years in the future. In addition, 
we find that providers of solar energy systems do not typically 
implement effective quality management processes, even when 
it would save their company money. 

CONCLUSION:
Adopting standards for quality management within the solar energy 
installation space is critically important for the future of the industry. 

The lack of a proper framework not only makes the industry less 
safe, it also generates undue risk and places significant cost 
burdens on every company involved in the financing, installation, 
and supply chain of PV systems. 

T22. BANKABILITY OF NOVEL ENERGY 
TECHNOLOGIES

Presenter: Ralph Romero, Senior Managing Director, Black 
& Veatch Management Consulting LLC
Co-Author: Debashis Bose, C.E. MBA, Principal 
Consultant, Transaction Advisory Services, Black & Veatch 
Management Consulting LLC

New technologies are helping energy system owners improve 
performance and service to their customers while creating a 
sustainable energy future. But many of these new tools and 
processes are unproven and costly, which may hinder their 
large scale deployment. This talk will address the topic of new 
technology bankability and how owners, technology providers and 
financial institutions assess their risk exposure before embarking 
on significant projects. The talk will focus on the lessons learned 
from the rapid growth of the photovoltaic industry and discuss 
areas where technology risk should be further reduced. 

T23. PV MODULE TESTING PROTOCOL FOR 
QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAMS

Presenter:  Mohsen Mahmoudysepehr, PhD, Project 
Manager, CSA Group
Co-Author: James P. Crimmins, General Manager, CFV 
Solar Test Laboratory, CSA Group Albuquerque

OBJECTIVE: 
Photovoltaic (PV) module manufacturers are currently required, 
under most regulatory regimes, to conduct mandatory safety 
and qualification testing in accordance with either ANSI/UL 1703 
or IEC 61730 and IEC 61215. Because safety and qualification 
testing is not considered adequate to validate products that 
must perform for 25 years or more in the field, most PV module 
manufacturers currently perform extended reliability testing above 
and beyond safety and qualification testing, either internally or 
externally through third-party labs. 

Due to the proliferation of essentially similar private protocols and 
the demands of investor due diligence, considerable redundant 
extended reliability testing is currently occurring. Therefore, 
stakeholders in the PV value chain including manufacturers, 
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EPCs, developers, and investors can realize considerable benefits 
from a consolidation of existing protocols into a publicly available 
protocol that would better serve the marketplace, eliminate 
redundant testing, and enable data to be easily compared across 
manufacturers and projects. 

METHODS: 
In response, industry stakeholders have collaborated to develop 
a standardized PV Module Quality Assurance Testing Protocol - 
C450. C450 is currently in an ANSI/CAN standards development 
process run by an SDO with a robust technical committee. C450 
will be published in September 2018. 

CONCLUSION: 
»  An industry standard ANSI/CAN PV Module Quality   
 Assurance Test Protocol has been developed for use by  
 all PV industry stakeholders. 
»  The C450 protocol may be executed by any ISO   
 17025 laboratory around the world, helping to reduce  
 bottlenecks to market entry and minimize overall product  
 development costs.

T24. DRYLAND AGRIVOLTAICS: 
CO-LOCATING PHOTOVOLTAICS AND 
AGRICULTURE TO INCREASE MODULE 
PERFORMANCE, FOOD PRODUCTION, AND 
WATER SAVINGS

Presenter: Greg A. Barron-Gafford, Associate Professor, 
University of Arizona
Co-Authors: Mitchell Pavao-Zuckerman, PhD, Assitant 
Professor, Department of Environmental Science and 
Technology, University of Maryland, Jordan Macknick, PhD, 
Energy-Water-Land Lead Analyst, Systems Modeling & 
Geospatial Data Science Group in the Strategic Energy 
Analysis Center, Dept. of Energy, National Renewable 
Energy Lab

Conventional understanding of land use asserts an inherent 
zero-sum-game of competition between renewable energy and 
agricultural food production. This discourse is so fundamentally 
entrenched that it drives most current policy around conservation 
practices, land and water allotments for agriculture, and permitting 
for large-scale renewable energy installations. These challenges 
are even greater in semiarid regions of the world. Drylands of the 
southwestern US are among the best positioned for supporting 
renewable energy through photovoltaics because of the abundance 
of sunlight, but projections of increasing air temperatures threaten 

this renewable energy source because of their sensitivity to 
increases in temperature (every 1oC increase in temperature 
decreases PV efficiencies by an average of ~0.6%). We are 
investigating a novel approach to solve a problem key to our 
environment and economy in drylands by creating a hybrid of 
collocated green agriculture and grey solar photovoltaic (PV) 
infrastructure to improve renewable energy production efficiency 
while maximizing agricultural production. We are monitoring 
microclimatic conditions soil moisture, plant ecophysiological 
function, and biomass production within both this novel agrivoltaics 
ecosystem and in traditional PV installations and agricultural settings 
(control plot) to quantify tradeoffs associated with this approach. 

We found that PV panels in a traditional ground-mounted array 
were significantly warmer in the day and experienced greater 
within-day variation than panels over an agrivoltaic understory of 
agriculture. We attribute these lower temperatures in PV panels in 
the agrivoltaic system to the greater balance of latent heat exchange 
from plant transpiration relative to sensible heat loss over bare soil 
(the typical installation method). Across the core growing season 
PV panels in an agrivoltaic system were ~ 8.9+0.2oC cooler in the 
day. These cooler temperatures could equate to a 5.3% increase in 
efficiency per panel. Additionally, we found that levels of soil moisture 
remained higher after each irrigation event within the soils under 
the agrivoltaics installation than the traditional agricultural setting 
due to the shading provided by the PV panels overhead. Finally, 
we found that several food crops either experienced significantly 
more production within the agrivoltaics area, whereas others 
resulted in nearly equal production but at significant water savings. 
Combined with localized cooling of the PV panels resulting from 
the transpiration from the vegetative understory, we are finding a 
win-win-win at the food-water-energy nexus.

T25. EFFECTS OF EXTREME 
ENVIRONMENTS ON SOLAR TRACKER 
MECHANICAL SYSTEMS

Presenter: Alex Baumel, Mechanical Design Engineer, SunLink

OBJECTIVE: 
Solar trackers often operate in some of the most punishing 
climates on the planet. In order to increase product reliability and 
decrease maintenance costs, the solar tracker designer needs 
to understand the effects of extreme temperature and extreme 
temperature changes on their mechanical systems. 
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METHODS: 
Researchers performed a series of accelerated cycling tests at 
a range of extreme temperatures, using mobile, condensed-row 
test-platforms and drive-in thermal chambers, to investigate the 
combined effects of extreme temperature on the overall drive 
system in relation to the effects on individual components. 

RESULTS: 
Researchers were able to identify several critical aspects in 
preliminary designs of the solar tracker system under consideration, 
related both to deficiencies in individual third-party components, as 
well as unexpected and unacceptable performance degradation 
of the system stemming from the cumulative effects of otherwise 
acceptable behaviors of individual components. 

CONCLUSION: 
By identifying and studying the various detrimental effects 
of extreme temperature on the performance of the system, 
researchers were able to strengthen the design of their system 
to increase overall product performance and mechanical 
reliability. This was achieved through a combination of tightening 
specifications on third-party manufactured components, and 
adjusting the logic of the controller system to react accordingly 
during extreme temperature events.

T26. ERODING SOILS, ERODING IMAGE, 
ERODING PROFITS - WHY EROSION 
CONTROL & DRAINAGE MATTER

Presenter: Gretchen Dolson, Vice President/Renewables 
Practice Lead, HDR 

OBJECTIVE: 
The objective of the technical talk is to demonstrate the negative 
impacts to industry reputation and profits resulting from improperly 
evaluating drainage and erosion control during the planning, 
design & construction phases. 

METHODS: 
The presenter will use case studies of projects where post 
construction drainage and erosion control issues have led to 
reduced profits. Reduced profits are determined by additional, 
unscheduled maintenance and engineering study activities 
required to resolve these issues. Case studies will be from the 
following regions: Mid-Atlantic, South, Southwest, Inter-mountain 
& North Central to demonstrate how considerations differ 
geographically. 

Case studies will be stripped for project name and owner. 
Locations will be generalized by state to maintain Non-disclosure 
Agreements that might be in place. Photos and cause/effect 
will be utilized to quickly and visually show impacts along with 
recommendations for avoidance. 

RESULTS: 
Each case study discussed will identify the order of magnitude 
cost to modify sites post construction and compared this to the 
cost that was avoided during the capital investment phase. Each 
case study will also identify the public relations or reputation risk to 
the industry as a result of site failures. Ultimately the case will be 
made that project profits could be better protected if these items 
were properly evaluated during the capital investment phase. 
Recommendations will be presented for industry improvements 
to avoid multiple failures moving forward. 

CONCLUSIONS: 
Failure to properly evaluate and construct facilities that manage 
on site drainage and erosion control is reducing the anticipated 
profitability of some solar facilities today. Post construction failures 
lead to dollars required for repairs and increased maintenance 
costs as well as regulatory non-compliance issues. Regulatory 
notice of non-compliance during the operations phase can 
negatively impact specific company and broader industry 
reputation. 

T27. ESTIMATING ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION 
FROM TOTAL RADIATION

Presenter: Aron Habte, Research Scientist, National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory
Co-Authors: Manajit Sengupta, PhD, Chief Scientist, 
National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Olivier Rosseler, 
PhD, Principal Scientist, Saint-Gobain, David M. Burns, NA, 
Senior Research Specialist, 3M, Ranganath Narasappa, 
Bachelor’s degree, Intern, National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory, Christian A. Gueymard, PhD, President, Solar 
Consulting Services

In order to understand the degradation of photovoltaic (PV) modules 
and provide a reliable assessment of their service life one requires 
an accurate knowledge of terrestrial ultraviolet radiation (UV) falling 
at the surface of the PV materials. Terrestrial UV is the a primary 
factor contributing to degradation of PV module efficiency and 
reliability over time. Therefore, having terrestrial UV data for various 
climatic locations is crucial. However, the availability of terrestrial 
UV data - measured and/or modeled - is limited. On the other 
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hand, measured and/or modeled total solar irradiance (TS) data 
are relatively abundant. In this study, National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory (NREL) in collaboration with industry partners and 
ASTM, International subcommittees on Radiometry and Service Life 
Prediction are working to estimate clear sky terrestrial UV (295385 
nm) from total irradiance spectra (2804000 nm) representing various 
climate conditions to provide reliable estimates of the UV received by 
samples as a function of location, orientation, tilt angle, and airmass. 
The study utilizes the Simple Model of the Atmospheric Radiative 
Transfer of Sunshine (SMARTS2) to estimate the UV:TS ratios 
as a function of the parameters mentioned above and to examine 
the influences of atmospheric constituents such as aerosols, 
precipitable water vapor and ozone on the predicted ratios.

T28. FIELD TESTING OF DC ARC FLASH FED 
BY A PHOTOVOLTAIC ARRAY

Presenter: Justin Woodard, Principal Engineer, National Grid
Co-Authors: Jonathan Salsman, PE, Engineering, Industria 
Engineering, Glenn McGillicuddy, TBD, Chef Engineer, 
Industria, Tom Short, EPRI, Joe Potvin, EPRI

Hazards from dc arc flash are not well defined. There are no 
industry-standard calculation approaches, and the industry 
has not done many tests of arc flash with dc arcs. Photovoltaic 
applications are also different because of the unique voltage-current 
characteristics of photovoltaic cells. Workers in the photovoltaic 
industry regularly work on live dc equipment, so better understanding 
the hazards can help the industry protect these workers. 

Field tests using a 1-MW photovoltaic array were staged to address 
these issues. Three equipment arrangements were tested: a 
20x20x20 box, a combiner box, and a mocked-up inverter cabinet. 
Arcs were initiated by a thin wire strand. A dc contactor was used to 
close into the fault and to control the fault duration. Incident-energies 
were measured at 18 in from the arc initiation point, and the voltage 
and current were measured. 

National Grid would be presenting the results of this testing 
including: 
» Incident energy exposures that show industry modeling  
 need to be revised 
» The characteristics of the PV source array are important 
» Incident energies as comparable to industry modeling 
» Incident energies contributions from the inverter 
» The importance of grounding and connection of the   
 negative terminal

T29. IMPACTS OF SOLAR ENERGY ON 
WHOLESALE ELECTRICITY PRICES, BULK 
POWER SYSTEM OPERATIONS 

Presenter: Ryan H. Wiser, Senior Scientist, Berkeley Lab
Co-Author: Andrew D. Mills, PhD, Research Scientist, 
Energy Analysis, Berkeley Lab

Considerable recent debate has surrounded the impacts of 
solar and wind on wholesale power prices and the operation 
and retirement of existing thermal power plants. Yet, relatively 
little impartial analysis has been conducted to assess the level of 
impacts already observed. 
In this talk, we present work from Berkeley Lab that assesses the 
impacts of solar and wind among other factors, such as low natural 
gas prices and demand growth on bulk power system assets, 
pricing, and costs. We explore three topics. First, we estimate the 
impact of solar growth on annual average wholesale electricity 
prices from 2008 to 2016, contrasting the impact of solar with 
other drivers. Second, we focus on negative wholesale prices, 
summarizing the prevalence of and drivers for those prices. Third, 
we explore the relationship between the growth of solar and wind 
and retirements of fossil and nuclear plants. 

Analysis of wholesale prices demonstrates that the impact of solar 
and wind has been limited so far. Where impacts do exists, they 
are mostly concentrated in areas with significant solar, wind and/
or nuclear generation along with limited transmission. Similarly, 
there is little evidence that solar has had a widespread impact on 
plant retirement decisions. 

The impacts of solar on the bulk power system will grow with 
penetration, however, requiring power system planners, operators, 
and regulators to develop methods to smoothly and cost-effectively 
manage the reliable integration of these new and growing sources 
of electricity supply. 

T30. LOW-COST MULTI-PARAMETER 
SENSOR FOR SOLAR RESOURCE 
APPLICATION

Presenter: Aron Habte, Research Scientist, National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory
Co-Authors: Manajit Sengupta, PhD, Chief Scientist, 
National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Afshin Andreas, 
Bachelor’s degree, Sr. Scientist, National Renewable 
Energy Laboratory, Ranganath Narasappa, bachelor’s 
degree, Intern, 1National Renewable Energy Laboratory, 
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Taylor Thomas, Head of Measurements, Arable Labs, Inc., 
Adam Wolf, Arable Labs, Inc., Christian A. Gueymard, PhD, 
President, Solar Consulting Services

Low-cost multi-parameter sensing and measurement devices are 
essential to monitor the functional, operational reliability, efficiency, 
and resiliency of the electrical grid. The National Renewable Research 
Laboratory (NREL) Solar Radiation Research Laboratory (SRRL) 
in collaboration with Arable Labs Inc., deployed Arable Labs Mark 
multi-parameter sensor system. The unique suite of system sensors 
measures downwelling and upwelling shortwave (photodiode 
based) solar resource and longwave (thermopile based) radiation, 
humidity, air temperature, and ground temperature. Furthermore, 
the system is equipped with seven downward and upward facing 
narrow band spectrometer channels which measure the atmospheric 
spectral quality as well as the surface spectral reflectance. These 
spectrometers could be used to monitor operational reliability of 
bifacial modules which convert solar resource captured on both the 
front and back sides of the module into electrical power. The Arable 
Mark uses cellular, wifi, and bluetooth communication system to 
ensure real-time availability of the data, and includes a GPS for 
connecting with other geospatial data. Additional features include an 
embedded solar panel, innovative mounting options, highly simplified 
connectors, and minimal user configuration to ease installation in 
remote areas. In this study, we will present ease of system installation, 
operation, calibration, characterization, maintenance, and system 
value to stakeholders, and validation of measurement accuracy 
by comparison with existing measurements deployed within the 
NREL-SRRL Baseline Measurement System. Deployment of such 
suites of sensors is crucial for measuring and monitoring solar 
radiation and meteorological elements needed to understand solar 
resource variability and forecasting for grid operation, electric utilities, 
and solar power system integrators. Therefore this novel instrument 
is expected to provide a new and unique option to the solar energy 
industry.

T31. MARS OPTICAL SOILING SENSOR

Presenters: Michael Gostein, CTO, Atonometrics, Inc.
Keith Miller, Atonometrics, Inc., Bill Stueve, MBA, CEO, 
Atonometrics, Inc.

OBJECTIVE: 
Our aim is to evaluate a new proprietary optical soiling sensor 
concept that does not require washing. The compact low-cost 
sensor is designed to permit PV system soiling measurement 
with substantially lower cost and labor requirements compared to 
traditional soiling sensors that use a pair of PV reference devices. 

Eliminating the requirement for washing a reference device in 
order to measure soiling would lower the cost of soiling monitoring, 
and be especially favorable for commercial-scale PV sites that 
typically have smaller budgets and no onsite personnel. The idea 
was conceived based on a discussion regarding maintenance-free 
concepts for measuring soiling loss. 

METHODS: 
We have developed an all-optical soiling sensor (US Patent 
Pending) and deployed the sensor at an outdoor PV test station 
together with a traditional soiling sensor and a power-tracked 
PV module, in order to correlate all the measurements over a 
6-month period. 

An initial portion of the testing includes deliberate deposition of 
artificial soil on the optical sensor, using commercially available 
silica and hematite mineral powders that represent potentially 
common airborne soil constituents. 

A second portion utilizes natural environmental-induced soiling 
of the optical soiling sensor, traditional soiling sensor, and 
power-tracked PV module, comparing the results of each. 

CONCLUSIONS: 
The optical soiling sensor correlates well with traditional 
measurements. Initial results show R2 > 0.89 for a tested range 
of soiling loss from 0% to ~20%. The results are promising for the 
potential widespread adoption of soiling measurement at smaller 
sites, such as commercial-scale PV projects, where traditional 
soiling measurement is not economically viable. 

T32. MAXIMIZING INTEGRATED PV, ENERGY 
STORAGE, AND CONTROLLABLE LOAD’S 
VALUE PROPOSITION THROUGH OPTIMAL 
CONTROL STRATEGY

Presenter: Aminul Huque, Principal Project Manager, 
Electric Power Research Institute

Dr. Aminul Huque is currently working as a Principal Project 
Manager in the Integration of Distributed Energy Resources group 
at the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) with research focus 
on smart-inverters, interconnection standards, PV, energy storage, 
and load integration, and microgrid. He is leading multiple distributed 
energy resource (DER) research projects to investigate benefits 
and challenges of smart inverters and DER control optimization. Dr. 
Huque facilitated the IEEE P1547 voltage regulation subgroup and 
is an active member of the IEEE 1547 working group. He received 
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a PhD from the University of Tennessee at Knoxville (Tennessee, 
USA), and an MSc from the Imperial College London (London, 
UK) in 2010 and 2003 respectively.

Energy Storage System (ESS) can potentially increase the value 
proposition of solar photovoltaic (PV) by shifting the excess 
solar generation to peak load demand period. ESS can also 
compensate for the inherent variability of solar power generation. 
PV with integrated energy storage is more dispatchable, and 
hence can enable more solar generation onto the existing grid. 
However, one of the key barriers of widespread usage of energy 
storage with PV is the high cost battery. 

The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) is currently 
spearheading a research project sponsored by the U.S. 
Department of Energy SunShot Initiative. Objective of this research 
is to design, develop, and demonstrate the concept of beneficial 
integration of PV, energy storage, controllable loads, and solar 
forecasting, with the electric power system through optimal control 
strategies at a minimized cost. Planned integrated distributed 
energy resources (DER) solution includes controllable loads (e.g. 
water heater, HVAC, pool pump) to minimize the required size 
of the battery for a given size of PV system. This solution also 
includes use of both short-term and long-term solar forecasting 
to minimize battery cycling by proactively managing controllable 
loads in response to predicted solar ramping events. 

A two-level control architecture is adopted to maximize the benefits 
for both the DER owners, and for the power system. Each local 
controller manages PV, energy storage, and controllable loads 
following a model predictive control approach to meet local 
objectives while responding to system controller’s command 
to support grid level reliability and power quality needs. Local 
objectives may include minimizing energy consumption from the 
grid, minimizing energy cost, or time shifting of solar generation. 
Grid power export/import and ramp rate limits imposed by the 
system controller may constrain the local optimization problems. 

This presentation will review the concept of the integrated 
operation of PV, ES, and controllable loads managed by the 
local controller. The control strategy being developed will be 
presented with simulation results showing the potential benefits. 
Integrated DER solution will be demonstrated at three sites - 
Southern Company and Gulf Power are leading the residential 
demonstration, while Case Western Reserve University (CWRU) 
and FirstEnergy are leading the commercial demonstration at 
the CWRU campus. The New York Power Authority (NYPA), in 
collaboration with Consolidated Edison is leading the second 

commercial demonstration at City University of New York (CUNY) 
Queens College campus. This presentation will share the 
real-world challenges of deploying such integrated DER solution.

T33. NAVIGATING POTENTIAL IMPACTS 
TO WATERS OF THE U.S. AND CULTURAL 
RESOURCES

Presenter: Marilyn Zenko, Project Scientist, Terracon 
Consultants, Inc.

Encountering potential Waters of the U.S. (WOUS) and cultural 
resources can be problematic for a developer as it can impact the 
schedule of the project and their development budget. Performing 
a desktop review is a tool to help evaluate potential impacts 
to the project and develop a scope for future work early in the 
planning process. Drafting a permitting matrix prior to the start 
of the project will lay the groundwork for permitting and time 
expectations. To support the requirements for the necessary 
permits, field evaluations to assess impacts that may occur by 
the project will be required. 
Through desktop review and preparation of a Permitting Matrix, 
identifying potential WOUS can help the developer take a proactive 
choice by avoiding impacts that could impact development budget 
and schedule. If impacts occur, strategies to mitigate the impact 
of WOUS can occur early in the process. If impacting a WOUS 
is unavoidable, further field assessments must be conducted 
to obtain the appropriate permit--whether that be a Nationwide 
Permit, or an Individual Permit. 
A wetland delineation is necessary to determine the presence and 
extent of WOUS on the project site and a cultural resource survey 
for archeological and historic resources with the potential to be 
impacted by the project. To achieve an approved Jurisdictional 
Determination (JD) from the USACE will require assembling the 
appropriate documentation for submittal. The documentation will 
include a wetland delineation, and other assessment findings. 
Having the communicative relationship with the USCAE will 
make the process of obtaining the permit go smoothly and save 
time. Along with the USACE permitting requirements, other 
assessments need to be performed before a permit can be issued. 
Delays in obtaining the USACE permit can happen but can be 
preventable. Providing the appropriate documentation will save 
on review delays. Additional assessments include, but not limited 
to, a threatened and endangered (T&E) species survey for state 
and federally protected species and habitat, tribal consultation, 
and other assessments and agency consultation. Sometimes 
state or local jurisdictions may have their own requirements 
which could include evaluating wetlands and protected species.   
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Satisfying the requirements from the SHPO and receiving their 
approval will be required in obtaining the project-appropriate 
USACE permit. Performing an archaeological survey for a large 
project footprint can be costly. Through desktop review early in 
the project, avoiding culturally sensitive sites can more efficiently 
incorporated into the project design. If avoidance is not possible, 
consulting with the SHPO and/or other local agency requirements 
can help determine the most efficient strategy that will save time 
and money on the project but still meet the requirements for 
SHPO and/or local agency approval. Having SHPO approval 
will be necessary in obtaining the USACE permit. 

T34. NOVEL SOILING DETECTION SYSTEM 
FOR PHOTOVOLTAIC PANELS

Presenter: Damon Nitzel, Sales Manager, Kipp & Zonen
Co-Authors: Marc Korevaar, PhD Physics, Scientist, 
Kipp & Zonen, Pramod Nepal, MS, Sustainable Energy 
Technology, Graduate Research Assistant, Kipp & Zonen, 
Joop Mes, PhD, Atomic and Laser Physics, Research 
Manager, Kipp & Zonen, Xander van Mechelen, MS, 
Mechanical Engineering, Chief Technical Officer, Kipp & Zonen

Photovoltaic (PV) panels are one of the leading renewable energy 
technologies. PV plant performance is determined by three main 
parameters: irradiance, panel temperature and soiling. Soiling 
measurements give PV plant operators the information they 
need to save on cleaning costs and maximize power output. 
Existing soiling detection systems are expensive and require 
manual cleaning or moving parts or liquids. We present the 
novel DustIQ sensor for accurate, cost effective, continuous 
soiling measurements without these drawbacks. The DustIQ 
sensor uses Optical Soiling Measurement (OSM) technology to 
determine the soiling ratio. The OSM technology uses an LED 
and a photodiode to measure the scattering signal caused by 
soiling on top of the PV glass of the sensor and the soiling ratio 
of the PV panel(s) is calculated. The DustIQ integrates a small, 
silicon-cell module to characterize different dust types. 

For initial characterization of the system, using an external silicon 
detector, different test dusts were used including four artificial 
dust colours and Arizona Test Dust (ATD) in four grain sizes 
(A1, A1, A3 and A4), according to ISO 12103-1. Field tests were 
performed at different locations including Spain and Morocco. The 
relationship between the DustIQ photodiode signal and the PV 
panel transmission loss is linear for all dusts tested. The linear 
slope varies with dust colour, but the slope is consistent with 
dust grain size. A one-time field calibration, using the internal 

silicon-cell panel, corrects for dust colour variability and allows 
accurate soiling ratio measurements for all dust types. The OSM 
technology in the new DustIQ provides an easy to use, low-cost, 
continuous measurement solution for monitoring the soiling ratio 
of your PV panels. 

T35. OPTIMIZED PILE DESIGN ELIMINATES 
EXCESS STEEL AND ALLOWS FOR MORE 
WAYS TO CUT CONSTRUCTION COSTS

Presenter: Steve Gartner, Structural Engineering Team 
Lead, HDR
Co-Author: Paul Sehrt, Business Development Manager, 
PACO Steel

OBJECTIVE: 
The solar photovoltaic (PV) ground mount industry is rapidly 
growing each year. Traditionally, engineers have employed overly 
conservative steel pile design practices in order to keep pace with 
the industry growth and safely complete projects on time. A typical 
conservative design practice utilizes the lightest available hot rolled 
steel pile section that is capable of supporting the PV tracker or 
fixed tilt design loads. In nearly every case, extra steel is left on 
the pile due to the limited hot rolled steel pile selection available 
from steel mills. What used to be un-noticed excess in the piles 
is now a potential source of significant cost-savings due to an 
innovative approach to purposely design H-piles for economical 
production. The new process does not require specialized pile 
driving equipment to install, and the simple change in design can 
result in meaningful reductions in a projects overall cost. 

METHODS: 
The extra steel that is normally used in PV ground mount 
piles is due to a number of factors, including standard design 
practices and uncertainty in the design loads at the time of pile 
design, but the largest factor is the limited number of available 
steel pile section choices. This novel design approach will add 
another option to the available pile selections, and eliminates the 
unnecessary waste of excess steel at the same time. The steel 
in the piles is optimized during the design process, building up 
the piles from three plates through the use of electric resistance 
forged-welded pile sections. These built-up piles are efficient, 
quickly fabricated in automated facilities, and allow for the steel 
to be placed in the exact desired location in a piles cross section, 
eliminating excess steel throughout the pile. 
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RESULTS: 
When PV ground mount piles are optimized on a PV project, 
steel weight savings have ranged between 10% and 25% of the 
total steel pile weight. Because the hot dipped galvanizing and 
shipping are both based on the weight of the steel, the reduced 
weight of the optimized piles significantly impact the overall project 
costs. In addition when a site has a lot of corrosion optimized piles 
allow for less of an impact to the overall project cost compared 
to when rolled steel piles are being used. 

CONCLUSION: 
PV facilities average approximately 500 piles per MW, and having 
more than 80,000 piles on one facility is not uncommon. The 
optimized piles are installed using the same standard equipment 
as hot rolled piles, new installation equipment is not required. A 
10% to 25% savings in the steel pile weight for a PV project can 
result in a compelling, positive impact on the overall project cost 
and installation schedule.

T37. Q.PEAK DUO LATEST CELL AND 
MODULE TECHNOLOGIES FOR MOST 
COMPETITIVE LCOE

Presenter: Ronny Bakowskie, Staff Expert Module 
Technology, Hanwha QCELLS GmbH
Co-Authors: Susanne Mrs. Schulz, Dipl.-Ing., Project leader, 
R&D Projects, Hanwha QCELLS GmbH, Andreas Mr. Hubert, 
Dr. rer. nat., Staff Expert, Hanwha QCELLS GmbH, Nicole Ms. 
Bessing, Dipl.-Ing., Project Leader, R&D Modules, Hanwha 
QCELLS GmbH, Matthias Mr. Köhler, Dipl.-Ing., Expert 
Process Technologist, R&D Modules, Hanwha QCELLS 
GmbH, Dominik Mr. Buss, Dipl.-Ing., Senior Expert, R&D 
Energy Yield & Test Fields, Hanwha QCELLS GmbH, Jürgen 
Mr. Steinberger, Dipl.-BW (FH), Expert Specialist, R&D 
Technological Marketing Support, Hanwha QCELLS GmbH, 
Janko Mr. Cieslak, Dr. rer. nat., Senior Expert, R&D Cell 
Processes Backend, Hanwha QCELLS GmbH

OBJECTIVE: 
Simultaneously increasing module power output and efficiency 
while decreasing manufacturing costs is the biggest challenge of 
PV manufacturers to achieve the lowest levelized costs of electricity 
(LCOE) to compete in the global energy market. To achieve this 
goal, much effort in terms of equipment development and solar 
cell and module innovations is needed. In this presentation, these 
new technologies and their challenges during implementation 
into mass production will be discussed. 

METHODS: 
One of the major steps forward on this challenging road was 
to optimize optical and electrical properties of a module by 
combining Q.ANTUM cell technology with a 6 bus bar layout 
along with module technologies such as half-cell, round wire 
interconnection, and decentralized junction boxes. As a result, 
a boost in module power by > 5 %, together with decreased 
manufacturing costs were achieved. Although this may sound 
simple, an abundance of innovation and development work, as 
well as flexible production lines, were necessary to achieve this 
challenging goal. To start, contact paste development for 6 bus bar 
applications, a more precise printing process, a half-cell layout, 
and a suitable cleaving process were parts of the cell innovations 
necessary to keep cell efficiencies high and breakage rates low. 
Furthermore, interconnection of half-cells using round wire of 
only some hundred microns in diameter require new production 
equipment with high accuracy and reliability. Additionally, new 
cross connection concepts for decentralized junction boxes as 
well as the junction box connection itself, require specialized 
production equipment. 

RESULTS: 
In 2017, we ramped up one of the most flexible production 
factories, which enables us to provide our Q.PEAK DUO in 
120 half-cell or 144 half-cell formats as a glass to foil (G2F) or 
glass to glass (G2G) module with an aluminum or steel frame. 
Additionally, this modern production line is able to improve and 
convert the monofacial Q.PEAK DUO product into a bifacial 
module product, which gives us an additional energy yield boost. 
Several module and system properties influencing the bifacial 
gain will be discussed. 
CONCLUSION: 
The ability to provide the most competitive module in the market in 
terms of LCOE will be achieved, if all the technologies mentioned 
above are successfully transferred to production, all while keeping 
high quality and reliability standards.

T38. RECYCLING PV MODULES

Presenter: Thomas Felder, Principal Investigator
Co-Author: Axel Borne, PhD, Technical Service Specialist, 
DuPont Photovoltaics and Advanced Materials

The number of solar panels in the world is growing rapidly, over 
227GW has been installed globally as of 2016 (SEIA) 
Damaged, defective, and obsolete panels need to be disposed of, 
and the quantity of obsolete solar panels will grow exponentially in 
the coming decades. Recycling is needed to relieve landfill load 
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and recover materials for re-use. PV recycling methods based 
on electronics recycling are available today. Wiring and junction 
boxes are removed and panels are pulverized and incinerated 
or smelted to remove organic materials and glass, silicon, and 
metals can be recovered All incineration systems use scrubbers 
to treat volatiles, and fluorinated backsheets create no issues in 
this process. There are no added charges for backsheet type. 
We will discuss current legislation on PV recycling, PV recycling 
technology, and global availability of PV recycling. 

T39. THE ADVANTAGES OF BIFACIAL SOLAR 
PANELS IN SNOWY CLIMATES

Presenter: Jeff Lew, Vice President, EG ENERGY
Co-Author: Shaun Lew, Bachelor In Architects, Canada 
Representative, Solar Business, LG Electronics

Snow coverage on solar panel installations in snowy climates has 
had a significant impact on solar production and has resulted in 
disappointing returns during the winter months on fixed ground 
or rooftop systems. Cleaning the solar panels through manual 
brushing and air blowers are just two methods that solar asset 
owners have deployed to this problem with mixed results. This 
session will provide real-field results and observations from 
the proper way to design a Bi-facial Solar PV system in snowy 
climates. 

Key Methods: 
» High elevation from the roof or ground; 
» High tilt angle of the modules; 
» Large inter-row distance; 
» Absence of wind deflectors or rails blocking light under  
 modules; 
» High albedo 

The yield and observations of actual solar installations will be 
presented. How quickly these panels will shed snow versus 
conventional solar panels was measured during winter season. 
The Bifacial system can take advantage of the high reluctance of 
the snow to produce power by rear side. The reflection on the back 
also contribute to accelerates the melting of the snow covering 
the front. During snow season, higher Yield can be expected 
than standard monofacial PV Systems. The reflection on the 
back contribute to accelerates 60% faster traditional solar panels 
because Bifacial Modules can generate power and enhance the 
module temp. even if covered with snow on front surface. 

The best designs using bifacial PV system showed up to 30% 
bifacial energy gain (or BEG calculated as the % of additional 
energy produced by a bifacial PV compared to an equivalent 
mono-facial PV). As of today, there exist no other means of 
capturing so much additional energy 
with similar cost, and the same surface, as standard mono-facial 
PV systems that creating projects with very high ROI. . We believe 
that bifacial technology will open up new opportunities to repower 
existing solar projects on a wide scale. 

T40. WHAT LIES BENEATH PV POWER 
PLANTS INNOVATIONS IN VEGETATION 
MANAGEMENT

Presenter: Christina Kobland, President, FlightTurf, LLC

Solar energy collection guarantees our sustainable and efficient 
future. Now that solar is fully in the mainstream, we all have an 
opportunity, and an obligation, to pair this technology with the most 
effective and environmentally conscious techniques of maintaining 
the land they occupy, including protecting wildlife from harm. 

Vegetation often grows in abundance under solar arrays, and is 
famously difficult to manage. Large vegetation maintenance contracts 
are commonplace in Operations and Maintenance budgets to prevent 
plant growth from damaging or obstructing the collectors. Christina 
Kobland talk will explore the latest, most innovative methods of not 
only managing, but in many cases utilizing the areas below, between 
and around PV power plants. From animal grazing to no mow 
grasses or low light farming, she will explore options that provide 
simple solutions beyond accepting long term maintenance contracts. 

Christina is the inventor of the low growing, wildlife-deterring, no-mow, 
drought tolerant grass used at an eighty acre Ameresco Fort Detrick 
Maryland installation, now specified for a second 2019 Ameresco 
project. 

Marc Mezzanotte, PE, Associate Vice President at Dewberry 
Engineering, and civil engineer on the project, in his 11.12.2015 
blog post entitled “Fort Detrick Solar Field: The Army’s Second 
Largest Solar Project” is quoted as saying, “To take care of the 
noxious weeds and Johnson grass, we took a look outside normal 
industry solutions and recommend a low-maintenance grass 
called FlightTurf® . This project marks the first time the patented 
grass will be cultivated under a solar array, and it will deter both 
wildlife and invasive vegetation while growing at an ultra-slow 
pace that requires only annual mowing. Though it may seem 
trivial to invest so much time and energy into grass, the fact is 
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that it may save millions of dollars in maintenance costs over 25 
years and reduce emissions by the metric ton.” 

T41. EFFECT OF ENERGY POLICIES AND 
REGUALTIONS ON THE SOLAR INDUSTRY

Presenter:  Siddhu Immadisetty, Professional 
Science Master’s in Solar Energy Engineering and 
Commercialization, Research Aide at Energy Policy 
Innovation Council, ASU and P.S.M candidate in Solar 
Energy Engineering and Commercialization (SEEC), 
Arizona State University (ASU)

There has been a substantial amount of turbulence following the 
release of President Trump’s decision on the highly debated ITC 
trade case. Trump’s ruling proposes a 30% tariff on imported 
solar PV cells from China and Taiwan, which would decrement 
gradually and will decline in 5% increments over a four-year span, 
ending at 15% by 2022. The premise behind the ITC trade case 
is that local American manufacturers lost sales due to the influx 
of cheap Chinese solar PV cells in the U.S market. There are 
many energy policies and regulations that directly and indirectly 
affect the growth of the solar industry and the deployment of solar 
energy systems. My objective is to analyze the effect of these 
rules and regulations at the national level to forecast future solar 
market and give appropriate recommendations to the industry 
people. There is a significant need to identify how these policies 
are impacting the direction of the solar industry progress, make 
educated presumptions regarding the future, and make necessary 
adjustments in response to the new policies placed into effect. 

Solar industry growth and policy changes are closely correlated with 
one another; identification of how these things would directly impact 
on the industry as a whole is done by considering the examples 
from different states across the U.S. and nation’s Solar market. 

The analysis report on the effects of energy policies and regulations 
will aid solar industry corporations’ decision makers by giving them 
valuable recommendations to keep progressing with new future 
policies as well current immediate changes to be made. The data 
will be beneficial at both the residential scale and the Commercial 
& Industrial scale as the solar industry is completely shaped by 
policies and regulations. 

T42. A SOFTWARE TO SIZE ROOFTOP PV 
SYSTEMS

Presenter: Samad Gharehdaghi, Instructor, University of 
Nevada, Las Vegas
Co-Authors: Samir F. Moujaes, Ph.D., PE., Professor, 
Mechanical Engineering, University of Nevada, Las Vegas, 
Robabeh Jazaei, Ph.D. Candidate, Graduate Researcher, 
Civil and Evironmental Engineering, University of Nevada, 
Las Vegas

Replacing fossil-fuel with renewable energies reduces 
human-induced greenhouse gases (GHGs) and other air pollutants 
considerably. Among a wide range of renewable sources photovoltaic 
solar systems are proved to be one of the best alternatives for fossil 
fuels. In particular, in regions with high levels of yearly averaged 
solar irradiance and low wind energy capacities, like Las Vegas, 
PV is unbeatable. Low operating costs, abandon solar radiation, 
and minimal non-solar inputs make PV a unique candidate for 
fabulous Las Vegas. 

A key step in designing a PV system is sizing the system. Design 
engineers should use meteorological data of the project site and 
the technical specifications of the PV panels in order to estimate 
the size of the system.  Although a number of software packages 
are available in the market, solar companies would rather develop 
their own software. However, such a software package is typically 
sophisticated due to a large number of contributing variables. The 
aim of this research is to provide a user-friendly program using 
Microsoft Office Excel that sizes rooftop PV systems and estimates 
their hourly, daily and monthly generated power. Additionally, this 
software does a feasibility analysis based on the banking scenario 
chosen by the user. The results of this software are validated by 
PVWATTS software package as the reference software package 
of NV Energy. 

T43. GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING 
CONSIDERATIONS THAT IMPACT 
GROUND-MOUNT UTILITY-SCALE SOLAR 
PROJECTS; GATE-STOP PHASING OF 
EVALUATIONS & DESIGN

Presenter: Thomas Bartlett, Project Engineer, Geotechnical 
Services, Terracon Consultants, Inc.
 
During due diligence and early design, geotechnical evaluations 
are considered basic investigatory needs to understand the 
constructability and viability of ground-mount, utility scale 
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solar projects. Geologic conditions that can significantly affect 
development include the presence of rock, boulders, caliche, soft/
loose soils, groundwater, acidic and/or corrosive soils, and several 
other conditions. This presentation describes the geotechnical 
engineering and construction considerations impacted by these 
considerations and discusses, compares, and contrasts the 
various approaches, means, and methods currently employed 
in the United States by engineers to investigate, evaluate, and 
quantify these issues. However, a one-size fits all approach is not 
constructive to the process. Solar developers are concerned with 
preserving development capital during the due diligence process. 
A gate-stop approach to evaluating the various geologic conditions 
would phase the evaluation process from desktop research, 
preliminary evaluations based on acceptable risk tolerances for 
investigation frequency, design optimization and engineering 
analysis, and final foundation design. 

T44. THE UNLIMITED POSSIBILITIES AND 
VERSATILITY OF LIGHTWEIGHT AND 
FLEXIBLE PV MODULES

Presenter: Edward Hamers, PhD, Chief Technology Officer, 
HyET Solar
Co-Authors: Max Middelman, BSc, Business Development, 
HyET Solar, Zafar Idu, BSc, Research Assistant, HyET 
Solar, Robin Quax, MSc, R&D Manager, HyET Solar, 
Rombout Swanborn, PhD, CEO, HyET Solar

We will address the production and further development of 
lightweight and flexible PV modules and its applications. We will 
demonstrate that it is a viable and cost competitive product despite 
the competition with wafer based silicon modules. 

In the crystalline silicon community conversion efficiency is a 
main driver to reduce module cost, balance of system costs and 
thus to have a discriminating factor in the market with respect 
to competitors. For real large-scale deployment of PV, system 
costs need to be reduced even further than the present level. 
The strive for reducing quantity and costs of materials in the PV 
module is one way of reducing the LCOE. Reduction of balance 
of system costs is becoming increasingly important as it is the 
dominant factor in many PV systems. The constant battle in the 
market place is for the lowest LCOE on system level. 

The lightweight and extremely flexible PV laminates are produced 
by means of a roll-to-roll production sequence. The resulting 0.5 
mm thick laminate consists of abundantly available materials 
only. These key factors, R2R thin abundant, allow to achieve very 

low production costs. Furthermore, the product has completely 
different product properties than the main stream glass based 
products: lightweight flexible freedom of shape, that are highly 
valued in the market. 

A convincing track record on product reliability is of key importance 
for any new technology. All the standard IEC accelerated lifetime 
(IEC 61646) and safety (IEC61730) tests are performed, and 
many of those for considerable longer periods than the norm 
prescribes. Results show that the most severe and representative 
test sequence -although not included in the IEC norm - is the 
Wheather-Ometer, which combines UV light, high temperature 
and rain simultaneously. The proprietary top-encapsulant, without 
an expensive barrier layer, is key in passing all these tests. 

The PV laminate allows integration with a variety of building 
elements in the factory, resulting in a variety of BIPV products 
and applications such as corrugated plates, roofing membranes 
or façade elements. This integration reduces drastically the 
installation component of the Balance of System costs, by typically 
15 c$/Wp. Furthermore, the roll-to-roll production sequence allows 
to produce up to 24 m long monolithically integrated modules 
and thereby also reduces electrical installation costs. Lastly, the 
logistics flow is also much easier and thus cheaper due to the 
light weight. 

The possibilities and versatility of lightweight and flexible PV 
modules are unlimited.

T45. LATEST TECHNOLOGY TRENDS - 
INTEGRATED WIRE MANAGEMENT

Presenter:  Samuel Truthseeker, Licensed PE, Principal 
Engineer, TECSI Solar Inc.

Wire management has progressed over the years and it doesn’t 
look to be slowing down. This poster covers the history of wire 
management along with common issues and failures which have 
influenced our best practices, requirements, and latest designs. 
Discover the positives and negatives of typical wire management 
systems and the promise of Fully Integrated Wire Management 
where no additional parts beyond your module and racking are 
required. Finally the poster provides guidance to design and 
validation testing relevant to all wire management device. The 
extensive amount of data and information in this poster will position 
you to confidently determine the best device to secure PV wires 
on your next residential, commercial, or utility project. Don’t miss it.
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